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PREFACE 

The subject of personality development is one that has 

been much studied and discussed in recent years. Repre- 

sentatives of all schools of psychology are generous in of- 

fering suggestions as to how the healthy personality may be 

developed end maintained. Many modern psychologists, how- 

ever, are non-Christians, and, as such, they endeavor to 

carry on their work on a non-Christian basis. Is sucha 

thing possible? 

We are ready to admit that a type of healthy personality 

may be developed apert from Christianity. We are ready to 

admit, further, that much of the work of the psychologists - 

even the non-Christian psychologists - has been of definite 

service to humanity. 

But, the question is: What about Christianity and 

personality development? Does the Christian religion have 

a part to pley in the development of personality? May it 

be said that Christianity is of definite, positive value in 

the establishment and maintenance of mentel health? This is 

the problem that we hope to solve in the course of this 

thesis. 

Needless to say, the problem which confronts us is an 

overwhelming one. It would be Impossible for us to exhaust 

the entire subject. So much needs to be said. And so, we 
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find 1t necessary to confine ourselves to certain aspects 

of the problen. 

The first pert of this thesis concerns itself with the 

coneept of personality. What is personality? How does it 

grow? ‘hat ere the factors thet enter into lts orgenization 

and development? With such material serving as an appropriate 

background, we are ready to consider the problem itself. What 

is the role that Christianity plays in the development of the 

healthy personality? After a general overview, we direct our 

attention to several specific problems. And finally, we con=- 

clude the thesis with a brief consideration of the Christian 

personality. 

The writer wishes to thank all those who so willingly 

shared his many problems in the development of the thesisa 

He wishes , especially, to eolmowled as his debt of gratitude 

to tho Rev. Mdward J. Hahnke for his patient assistance as 

advisor, and to the reader, Dr. Alfred H. Rehwinkel, for his 

time and interest. 
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PART I 

THE CONCEPT OF PERSONALITY 

 



CHAPTER I 

THE ORGANIZATION OF PERSONALITY 

"Personality" 1s a concept that defies interpretation. 

-It would seem that there are as many definitions of this term 

as thore are psychologists who seek to define ite 

Personality is so complicated, it has so many facets, 
and it chenges so continually , that 1t is difficult 
for any ons investigator to present a completely 
belanced picture. Consequently, the definitions of 
personality, the methods Tehat have- been svolved to 
study 1t, the analysis of the differences between 
persons, and the concepts that have beon advanced 
to explain personality are sure to be tinged by the. 
viezpoints of each separate writer or experimenter . 

There ere those who regerd personality as an attribute or 

quality which a person possesses to &@ greater or less degree. 

Henry Link, for instance, defines personality as "the extent 

to which the individual has developed habits and skills which 

interest and serve other people.** Link here agrees with 

those psychologists who define personality as the social 

stimulus value of a person. According to this definition, 

however, e@ man's personality is simply what others think of 

him; it 1s, in short, his reputation. 

Qn the other hand, there are those psychologists who 

  

Lyonn J. Be Morgan and George D. Lovell, The Ps 

g& {pnorme), People (flew York: Longmans » Green and Gore L 

z ledisegvery of Qi York: The Henry C. Link di. of Man (New Yor 
Macmillan Company», i \» DDe
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define personality as anything which:a person ise For ex= 

ample, Allport gives the following definition: “Personality 

is the dynamic organization within the individual of those 

psycho -physical ‘systems that determine his pe adjustments 

to his enviroment."9 — 

Stolz agrees with this interpretation when he seys: "Per= 

sonality is that which a man as such is in the totelity of im- 

pulses, attitudes, habits, abilities, and ideas."4 

It is in the sense of these latter definitions that the ~ 

term "personality" is used in this thesis. A human being does 

not have a personality; he is a personality. 

It is not enough, however, simply to offer a ceo 

of the term "personality." To widerstend the concept of f per- 

sonality, one must evaluate the composition of personality; 

one must examine the factors end elements which contribute to 

its organization. : 

As was suggested by the previous definitions of the tern,. - 

personality is not a simple organization. It is extremely in- 

tricate end complex. It is the end result of many influ- 

ential forces, both internal and external. a 

For one thing, man is partially the product of his heredity 

and environment. It must be admitted that both of these factors. 
contribute to See of personality, elthough the ~ 

Scordon W Allport A Zeveholopicel 

pretation (lew Yoric: Henry Holt alae Company » RE 
4yerl R. Stolz, ‘pestdret Psychology (Nashville: Cokes - 

bury Press, 1932), p. 26. 

ww we 
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relative importence of each cannot be determined with exactness.° 

Every individual is endowed, physically and mentally, with certain 

native characteristics and traits, capacities and abilities, in- 

stinctive tendencies and impulsess® To a certain degree, this na- 

tive equipment determines the direction of the individual's life.. 

Morgan end Lovell make the following observation: 

Heredity provides the material with which an individual be- 
gins life and, by means of such @ contribution, hes some 
influence in the Girection of that life. Hciverer, the 
initial direction cen'be and is modified by other influences.’ 

The extreme importance of these “other influences" is em- 

phasized by Link, who says: 

e « e the whole trend of scientific psychological studies 
4n recent years has been tovard establishing the small ine 
fluence of heredity as compeped with the poverful influence 
of develoment and trainings i 

Whether this statement is seLentifically true or not, it is to be 

noted that environment plays a strenuous role in the organization 

and development of personality. It constantly exerts itself in 

  

5Plorence M. Teagarden, Chitd Psychology ‘for Professional 
Workers (New York: Prentice-Hell, - he LORE 1946), De fe. tPA cr. All- 
port, Ope Cite, pe 102 Pe 

6Ts5 1% proper to speak of man instincts? In the history 
of psychology; numerous attempts have been made to list the in- 
stinets, but no common agreamént has ever been reached. Leslic 
D. Weatherhead, in’his volume, pope and Life (New York: 
The Abingdon Press, 1935), p. 7 f-, mentions wnat he calls the 
three basic instincts; Self, Séx, and Social. L. F. Schaffer, 
on the other hand, in his book, tha Esyenologe of ‘Adjustme 
(New York; Houghton Mifflin Company, 6), Pe 20, states: "The 
theory of instincts has ceased to be significant and useful in 

psychology«* ‘ 

Wogan and Lovell, op. lt.» pe 1le 

Evonry C. Link, op. cite, p- 14.  
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many end verious forme positively and negatively, throughout 

life. It includes the geographical, social, and cultural sur~ 

roundings in which the individual is reered, the formel and in- 

formal tralning which he receives, the recurring accidents and 

incidents which he experiences.® 

At this point, however, we must bewere of the purely mech- 

anistle attitude. Personality is more then the product of her - 

edity and environment. Holman is-correct in remarking that, if 

heredity and enviroment were completely determinative of per= 

sonelity, we should, all of us, be nothing more than automatons 1° 

' Fer from being an automaton, man 1s a responsible being. In 

the words of Fosdick: "%. . . three factors enter into the build- 

ing of personality: heredity, environment, and personel response." 

He says further: "Life consists not simply in whet her= 

edity and enviroment do to us, but in what we make out of what 

they do to us "12 

  

*sverre Horbare, Varieties of Christian Experience (iiimne = 
apolis: Augsburg Publis ing House, » De 456 

10, r £ Charles T. Holman chol and oe for Eyverydey 
Living (New York: The leon Tlan Company , 5 aS. 

Unsery miarsot F ‘8 Repl Zaraon (Woy York: Harry Emerson Fosdick, Oh Being’a Real Person (New York: 

Harper and Brothers, Publishers, Fas . 4. 

12 « pe 5. Cf. Carroll A. Wise, aohigon in iitagss 
Heath tier York: Harper and Brothers, 1 » Pe 78, for a 

Similar statement: “Psychiatrists and psychoanalysts particu- 
lerly have been pointing out that the envirorment itself is not 
So significant psychologically as 1s the person's interpretation 
of that enviroment."
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It must be remembered that man is not only a physical potty! 

he is a living soul? He is body and soul in one person. He 

has a mind that is endowed with intellect, emotion, end conation. 

These aspects of the mind, otherwise referred to as knowing, 

feeling, and willing, are operative in every example of human 

pehavior.14 

By way of illustration, consider the Christian repentance 

experience. “By the law is the knowledges of sin.*15 mis con- 

viction of moral, failure leads to heartfelt sorrow or contrition. 

Such sorrow, in the life of the Christian, results 4n purpose- 

ful striving, with the aid of God the Holy Ghost, henceforth to 

amend his sinful life. 

Here the three aspects of the mind readily become apperent. 

To aclmowledgs one's sinfulness is an intellectual process; to 

experience heartfelt sorrow ig an emotional process; to strive 

earnestly to walk in the newness of life is a conative process. 

All three aspects are present here as in all other activity. 

Furthermore , according to the discoveries of modern psy=- 

chological research, our analysis of personality must take into 

account the fact that the human mind has three regions_or levels: 

the conselous, the subconselous, and the unconscious.16 

  

13 cen. 2:7. x : 

WMyeatherhead, op. Cite, Pp. Sl. 

L5Rom. 5:20. - } 

L6Norborg, op. olt., p. 47.
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The conscious is that which I am avere of, here and now. 

The subconscious ig.that region of the mind which lies so. near 

the level of conseLousness that impressions and memorles can 

be reached and brought forth from it by the will. ‘The me- 

conscious.is the extensive container of the totality of all 

our past, with its impressions, experiences, thoughts, and 

acts.L7 : 

Here, then, is personality - the manifestation of the life 

of the organism in its totality .-5 Norborg empnasizes the to- 

tality -oxistence of personality when he says: 

It is of the utmost importance always to remember that . 
the huran peing is a totality -existence with a totality- 

seperti er tality niles nn . ood : 9 

So then, personality is not that which I was fadbundey, nae nor 

that which I shall be tomorrow. It is the existential-I, that 

which I Bal here end now, my psychic hic st mune .29 

This, in brief, is a picture of the background and the or-. 

ganization of personality as it is understood by the writer. 

Perhaps mara’ significant, and more pertinent to our discussion 

are the questions: How does personality develop? What are the 

factors that enter into personality dev:lopment? Can the course 

of healthy personality development ‘pe ‘charted? The ‘answers to 

these questions ere sought in the next chaptere 

RTE NID 

lipid.» pe 48 fe 

LOyise, op. cites Pe 83. 

1 vorbore, Ope oltes p. 50. 

20,14., Pe Ble



  

  

CHAPTER IT 

THE DEVELOPMENT. OF PERSONALITY 

Personality is never static. It is alive, active, ag- 

gressive. It is constantly undergoing change and development. 

In: spite of variations from case to case, there is one 
law to which there are no exceptions: Lity 

jun, St ey oe foumous Ste ann ices ot Harem amie though 

‘the common shinee ; "pullding a parorality,* is a mis- 

nomer, according to Fosdick. He says: “Personality is not 

So much like a structure as like a river - it continuously 

flows; and to be @ parson is to be engaged ina perpetual 

process of becoming." : 

When personality development is considered, it should be 

evident that no one is born into the world with more than the 

beginnings or the active possibilities of personality.9 We 

are not sure, of course, just where or when personality begins — 

its development in a given individual. We ere certain, however, 

that the period of early childhood is extremely important in the 

Leckane We Allport A Parahelostony paberura 
tation (New York: Honey’ Holt 6 Bane et 

“verry Enerson‘Tosdick, On’Bein o8 a: B son (New York: 
Herper and Brothers, Publishers, 1948), p. 

Skarl Ri Stolz, Pastoral Psychology (Nashville: Cokesbury 
Press, 1952), p. 27 
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development of porsonality. Morgan and Lovell* remark that by 

the end of the second year of life certain directions and trends 

have been set upe "In a sense, the child is father to the man. 

What he experiences itn childhood will help to set the framework 

within which he operates in adulthood.#5 

The foundetions of personality ere laid in early childhood. 

This is good psychology. Not only is 1t supported by psycholo- 

g@lsts and psychoanalysts, but 1t has the support of the Word of 

God itself. “Train up e child in the way he should go: and 

when he is old, he will not depart from 1t."6 

Such early childhood “training" takes aiabar first and fore- 

most, in the family group, or in whatever primary group or groups 

the child happens to become involved. But what is meant by 

"training"? To be sure, there is far more involved in the train- 

ing process than mere verbalizing. The child is influenced not 

only by what his perents, teachers, or guardians tell him. The 

Aanfluence of such "formal training" would, in fact, appear to be 

quite negligible. "The most significant influences ere often 

the subtle ones that neither the parent nor the child recogiizes."” 

  

“yom J. Be Morgan and George D. Lovell, ‘The of 
ponorue, People (New York: Longmans, Green and Co., Teiey 

Ibid. Ca Tae 
6Proverbs 22 36. , § 

‘wor gen and Lovell, Op Cite, p. 119.
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Of all persons, little children ere the most suggest- 

ible. As soon as a child is born he manifests an acute 

sensitiveness to what might be called the psychic atmos = 

phere in which he lives.® In other words, he is influenced 

by the mental end spiritual attitude of those ebout him 

If the parents are capricious, despotic, nagging, hypo- 
erltical; if they worry and are despondent about the 
future, if théy show no courege and strength when 
trouble comes, if they are habitually seeking their 
own pleasuré, if love and truth are not the atmosphere 
of the home, no amount of conscious religious ine ~ 
struction will blot out the impresglon these things 
have made in the children's lives. 

This is strong languages, but 1t serves to emphasize the fact 

that the mind of the child is highly impressionable. — 

However, as we have indicated, personality development 

is not confined to the period of childhood. Personality con- 

tinues to develop throughout life. In the words of Stolz: 

"Generally speaking and excepting pathological cases, so long 

as life endures, human personality may be enriched and en- 

larged."L9 the river of personality 1s continuously flowing. 

But what is the course of this river? Is it possible to chart 

the course of healthy personality development? : 

Such an attempt has been made by Erik H. Erikson, a psy- 

chologist and practicing psychoanalyst who has made anthro- 

pological field studies and has had much experience with 

  

: Bresiic De Weatherhead, Fag nol ogy and Life (New York: 
The Abingdon Press, 1935), P Te eke Ss 

Dorothy F. Wilson 1a ‘Psychology and Rel low Sdu- 
eeion (oenaen City: Doub » Doran and Company, 3 
Pe e 

1sto1z, op. Cite, De 85.
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ehildren.- Erikson has devised a developmental outline!! thet 

has the merit of indicating et ons.and the same time the main 

course of personality development and the attributes of o 

healthy personality. 

According to arikson, 

In each stage of child developnent . « . there is a 
central problem that has to be solved, temporsrily 
at least, if the child is to proceod with vigér and 
confidence to the next stags. These problems, these 
eonflicts of oe ore desire, are nsver solved in 
entirety. Each shift in experience and enviroment 

. Presents them in a ney form. It is held, hovevat, 
that each type of conflict appears in its purest, 
most wmequivoecal form at a particular stage of child 
development, ‘and that if the problem is well solved 
at that time, the bagis for progress to tho naxt 
stage is well laid. 

It is to be emphasized that each of the components of the 

healthy personality, as described by arikson, is present in 

sone form from the begimning, and the struggle to maintain it 

continues throughout life. However, the endeavor to secure 

the various personality components against opposing tendencies 

comes to a climax at a time determined by emergence of the 

necessary physical and mental abilities. There ares, through- 

out life, other challenges and other responses» but they are 

seldom so serious and decisive as those of the critical years./°> 

  

11a detailed presentation of tis outline 1s found in A 
faa personality 2op avery Guilds A Digest of the Fact — 

rd eport to the Hidcentury White House Conference on’ 
Children and Youth (Raleigh: Health Publicetions Institute, Inces, 
1951), pp. 6-25. For the following discussion on the course of 
healthy personality development, indebtedness to the Fact Finding 
Report is gratefully aclmowledged. 

Vice. Gites Pe 66 
1.00. oltey Pe 7
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The component of the healthy personality thet is the first 

to develop, and at the: same: time the most important, is the 

sense of trust ./4 -The crucial time for its emergence is the 

first year of life. Studies indicate that the child "s' sense 

of trust 1s closely bound together with, and dependent upon, 

affectionate and loving attention. The trusting attitude de- 

velops in the child as he gradually -comes to realize that those 

about him are dependable. On the other hand, where Loving ate 

tention and Kindly treatment ere wanting on the part of parents 

and guardians, there will be found to be a corresponding lack 

of trust on the pert of the child. When it is realized that 

some infants are handled roughly by their parents, that others 

hear loud and angry voices, and that some are really mistreated, 

4t is not difficult to understand why some infants may feel that 

the world 1s an untrustworthy place. 

Fortunately, most parents are naturally loving and af- 

fectionate towerd their infants. And while parents make many 

mistakes as parents, their children tend to respond, not to 

the mistakes of inexperienced parenthood, but to the genuine 

love which manifests itself in the perents' attitudes. 

For most infants, then, 4 sense of trust is readily de- 

veloped. That is to say, the child manifests a greater sense 

of trust than of mistrust, for both elements will undoubtedly 

be present. Indeed, this 1s what detarmines personality health 

= not the complete absence of unfavorable elements, but the 

preponderance of the favorable over the unfavorable, as well 

lttoc. cit, pe 8 ff. 
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as the manner in which compensations are made toc ope with 

disabilities. : 

Ones the sense of trust: has become firrily esteblished,l5 

the strugelea for the next’ component of the healthy personality 

begins. The child 1s beginning the second year of life and, 

generally speaking, much of his enorgy for the next two years 

will center around asserting that he is a mmen being with a 

mind and a will of his own. What is at. stake throughout the 

struggle of these years 1s the child's sense of autonomy, 16 

the sense that he is an independent human being and yet one 

who is able to uge the help and guidance of others in in- 

portant matters. : 

In order that the sense of autonomy, or self-reliance, 

may properly manifest itself, 1% is important thet the child 

be made to realize through experience that he is a person 

capable of making, and permitted to make, decisions and choices. 

At the same time, he must: become evere of the fact that self- 

determination hes its Limitations; that there are certain walls 

which he cannot climb, certain boundaries which he must not 

trans gress. 

  

15Tt must be ardanetaed that the sense of trust does not 
become established in such a way that the trust -mistrust 

Weoro ceases to atist. Thé struggle continues throughout 
ife. The conflict, however, manifests itself most critically 

and decisively in the first year of life. The same may be said 
Concerning all the components of the healthy personality. The 
struggle between the various attrioutes and their opposites 
is a continuous process. But in each case, the strugsle 
Seemingly reaches a climax during a certain crucial period of 
development. " 

L6fact Finding Report, loo. cit.» ps 11 ff.
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The favorable outcome of the struggle for autonomy is 

self-control without loss of self -dstecn. The unfavoreble 

outcome is doubt and shame. It would follow, then, that the 

child should be dealt with in a positive mamner. Instead of 7 

being made to experience constant feelings of doubt and shame, 

the growing child should be made to feel that he is a person 

of worth. 

When the child reaches the age of four or five, he wants 

to find out what Icind of a person he can be. ‘Here the struggle 

for the sense of initiative!’ comes to a head. This is the 

period of enterprise and imagination; it is a period of in- 

trusive, vigorous learning, learning thet leads: away from the 

child's own Limitations into future possibilities. 

' By this ege, according to Erikson, conscience begins to 

assert itself. ind with the avakening of conscience, feelings 

of guilt arise. The problem to be worked out in this stage of 

development, accordingly, is how to will without too greet a 

feeling of guilt. The fortunate outcome of the strugele is a 

sense of initiative. Failure to achieve that outcome Leaves 

the personality overburdened by an undue sense of guilt. Such 

an overpowering sense of guilt restricts the development of 

personality. It is evident, then, that children of this age 

Should be encouraged in thelr show of enterprise and imagination. 

For, indeed, the healthy personality 4s one that has lived up 

to its imer capacities for imagination, feeling, and performance. 

  

Lipoc. cite, pe 1A ff.
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The three stages thus far described are probably the most 

important for personality development. If the senses of trust, 

autonony , and initiative have been well achieved, future pro= 

gress in healthy personality development is pretty well assured. 

“Observations . « « seem to support psychological theory in the 

conclusion that personality is pretty well set by ebout six 

yeers of agents This conclusion cannot be accepted as wholly 

eorrect, however, since some children develop into psycholog~- 

ically healthy adults in spite of a bad start, and since some 

who start well run into difficulties Later. 

The fourth stage of personallty aévatomment, which begins 

Somewhere around six years of age and extends over five or six 

yeers, has as its achievement the sense of industry.or, perhaps 

better, the sense of accomplishment. 19 tt is a period of caln 

and steady moar, a period in which preoccupation with phantesy 

and imagination subsides, and the child wants to be engaged in 

real tasks that he can carry through to completion. 

The chief danger of this period is the presence of con- 

ditions that may lead to the development of a sense of in- 

ferlority and inadequecy. If the sense of initiative has not 

been properly developed, the child can easily become discouraged . 

and disinterested - especially 4f too much is expected of aoa 

or if he is made to feel that atcomplishment is beyond ‘his 

ability. 

  

  

L8L0¢ 26 git., De 1%. 

12h06 git., De 16 ff. 2
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In this stege of dey alapeants children need guidance end 

encouragement. Sincere efforts should be made to give them 

the feeling of successful. achLevement. 

With the onset of edolescence, another period of person= 

ality development begins. As is well lmown, adolescence is 

& period of storm end stress for many young people. In the 

words of Stolz: “Adolescence is a time of intense and even 

morbid emotional disturbance. An outstanding attribute of the 

adolescent is his emotional instability "9 

The central problem of the period is the sense of identity<L 

The adolescent wants to know who he is and what his place in 

society is. He is searching for statuse He wants to belong. 

As Stolz agein says:. "The dominant ambition of the adolescent 

is to enter the world of adults, to find himself there, and ; 

to function as an accepted adult.*22 fs a natural consequence, 

adolescents endeavor to find comfort through similarity; they 

tend to form cliques for self-protection; they copy one an- 

other's dress and manners to assure themselves that they really 

are somebody. 

The danger of this age isa feeling of perplexity; the 

failure to grasp the meaning of Life, to fit ons 's self into 

his proper station in life. Adolescents, therefore, need to be 

shown that life has a meaning. It must be demonstrated that 

  

20sto1z, Ope ott, De 49. i 

2lract Finding Report, loc. git.» p. 19 ff. 

22stolz, 0 Ope cit., pe Sle
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each has ea dominant purpose to fulfil. 

The next component of the healthy personality to develop 

is the sense of intimacy.©5 Occurring in late adolescence, 1% 

_ Involves intimacy with persons of the same sex or of the op= 

posite sex or with one's self. The surer one becomes of hin- j 

self, the more he seeks intimacy, in the form of friendship, 

love, and inspiration. Boys and girls late in adolescence 

usually have a need forakind of fusion with the essence of 

other people and for a communion with thelr own imier re- 

sources. If the sense of intimacy cannot be achieved, the 

adolescent may withdraw himself into psychological Asolation, 

and his social relations will consequently lack spontaneity — 

and wernth. Young people have a natural desire to sense in- . 

timately the full flavor of the personality of others. This 

sense of intimacy should be nurtured and developed in order 

thet the proper personal relations may be established end 

enjoyed. : : 

When the individual reaches adulthood, the so-called 

parental, sonse*4 should manifest itself. This attribute desig- 
nates somewhat the seme capacity as that implied in the words, 

creativity or productivity. "Perentel sense” means more than | 

"parenthood." The mere desire for or possession of children 

does not indicate that this component of the healthy person~ 
ality has developed. There are parents who have not developed 1 

the parental sense. Then, again, there are umarried individuals 
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and childless couples who have developed it to a marked degree. 

The parental sense involves more than an interest in pro- 

dueing and caring for children of one's own. It involves 4 

parental kind of responsibility toward the products of creative 

activity of other sorts. The essential element is the desire 
to nourish and nurture what has been produced. It is a self- 

less regard for others , & regerd that, manifests itself, not 

for its own sake, but for the seke of others. Giving is ranked 

higher than getting, and loving than being loved. 

The final component of the healthy personality is the sense 

of interrity.®5 The umiversal ideals of love, courage, self- 

respect, faith, purity, fairness, self-discipline, and so forth, 

become at this stage the core of the healthy personality 's ine 

tegration. The individual, in Eriksson's words, “becomes able 

to accept his individual life cycle and the people who have 

becone significant to it as meaningful within the segment of 

history in which he lives."86 2 

Here, then, is an outlins of the course of healthy per- 

sonality development. According to Erikson, the healthy per- 

sonality is the one that has successfully achieved, and is suc= 

cessfully maintaining, a proper balamee and e fevorable pro- 

portion of the various attributes described above. This is 

personality integration. And such integration is achieved by 
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the establishment of a dominant purpose in life. 27 
It 1s true, personality integration may be accomplished 

on a low moral plane. This type of integration, however, is 

not found in the wholesome personality. The integration of 

the wholes one personality 4s achieved on a high moral level. 

fecording to Holman, the expression "perscnality integration": 

signifies "the achievement of that harmonious development of 

one's personality whlch makes possible a sense of ease and 

facility in meeting the issues of life."@5 such integration 

is not in any sense complete. “The wholesome personality is 

constantly undergoing a process in which progressively higher 

integrations are achieved 29 

It should be epperent that in this ees troublesome 

world there is no absolutely healthy -minded personality.°° 

There are too many negative factors which must be taken into | 

account. There are, for instance, the influence forces of — 

heredity and environment with their many unwholesome effects; 

there is the unconscious mind with its veritable storehouse 

of thoughts and desires and experiences - many of them 

divin Ge cee moon. availa a oe a 
‘tiger Yorke: Te Weomi fempeny Ys om Paracas 

(ew Stooion 3 etme, Ba soe. egy mt 
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destructive; there are the instinctive tendencies and ime 

pulses which often get out of controle Therefore, such ex= | 

pressions as "mental health," "personality integration," and 

so on, ere to be understood merely as relative concepts. 

And while we speak of the integrated personality, it is 

also necessary for:us to speak of the wmintegrated personality 

and the disintegrated personality. As the names imply, the 

unintegrated personality is ‘the one which, for some reason or 

another, has failed to develop into wholesome maturity; the 

disintegrated. personality is the one which, having achieved 
at least a degree of integration, has for some reason lost its 

cohesion and fallen apert. s 

A discussion of this sort could easily lead us into A 

consideration of the entire realm of abnormal psychology, with 

its distinctions of the psychotic, the psychoneurotic, and ths 

psychopathic personalities. This field 1s so tremendous, how- 

ever, that we must satisfy ourselves with a simple classifi-= 

eation offered by Hor gan and Lovell : 

In the first place, there ate those who have some 
recognizable mental disease, called a psychosis. In 
milder form such conditions may be disguised under 

- guech‘terms as nervousness, run-down conditions, over= 
work,fatigua, and the like, 7 an ; 

Then there ere those individuals who have-some 
sort of internal disequilibrium. They may maintain 
& grasp of social situations, get-along fairly well 
ror eon. and may even seem relatively normal 
© their associates; but they recognize the need for 

help. Common symptoms ‘of such inner conditions are 
morbid fears, scruples, irresistable impulses to do 
queer acts, persistent disturbing thoughts, doubts 
and confusions. OR TAD Neste! catia 

‘ Then there are the malcontents who express their 
dissatisfaction with ‘thamselyves and with life in’. 
general by inferLority complexes, jealousy, excessive
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suspiclousness, obnoxious agsressiveness, or by their 
fanatical devotion to sone political or religious 
movement .« : 

This classification is by.no means exhaustive, nor indeed is - 

4t all-inclusive. There are very many individuals who camnot . 

properly bé included in the above classification. ‘They are 

neither psychotic, nor psychoneurotic, nor yet psychopathic. - 

_ They are normal individuals Living normal lives. At this 

point, however, two things ought to be borne in mind. In the 

first place, the normal individual is not essentially different 

from the abnormal. The difference is not one of kind, but 

rather one of degreae** And the second thing to be remembered 

4s that normality is not equal to perfection. The normal per} 

sor is not perfect. ; 

_ Therefore, 1t is not surprising to note that ell people 

are beset by a veriety of emotional entanglements. All people, 

to a sreater or less degree, suffer sone personality dig= 

turbances and deficiencies. Personality irregularities and 

immaturities include S ; 

. « « Qisloyalty td duty, day-dreaming which predluies 
purposive activity, ‘oversensitiveness to slights, ex- 
treme defensiveness, gfoundless susplclousness of as- 
sociates and superiors, 111 health without organic 
basis, over-tendency to accidents and errors, incon= ‘ 
sistency menifested in double-=nindedness ‘or hypocrisy, 
intolerance of the convictions ‘of others, irrational 
fears, marital toponpet Lele ys parerital fixations for 
children of the same or opposite sex, infatuations 
which can end only in frustration or disgrace, 
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scarey a nh ear ren me 
bereavement, and refusal ig do battle for the right 
when due occasion arises. 

What is the cause of it all? What is the source of these 

many and various personality disturbances and irregularities? 

Psychologically speaking, the cause may be found, wholly or 

partially, in early childhood. Perhaps the individual, as a 

child, was pampered withd ebllitating tenderness, and so has 

become a self -centered personality. Or perhaps he was a domie- 

nated child, and thus has grown up without a will of his own. 

It may be that the child was neglected, or that he was 

emotionally overstimilated, and therefore.has failed to de- 

velop a wholesome and capable personality. * 

However, the causes of personality See need 

not be sought and found only in childhood. The souree of 

emotional disturbances may be found in any period of life. 

It may be a traumatic experience suffered either in child- 

hood or leter life. ‘The cause may be a failure to resolve 

Some inner tension or conflict. According to Morgan: 

- « « the most important causes of mental disin- 
tegration come from the attempt to deceive oneself 
or .from a failure to make a straightforward adjyat 
ment when some internal conflict is discovered.   
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But have we yet found the answer? Has the true source 

and cause of personality disintegration been adequately exe 

plained? The answer to this problem is to be found, not in 

textbooks on psychology, but in the Bible. The basic cause 

or personality disintegration is to be attributed, not to 

any psychological ondant of fixetion or complex, but to the 

Biblical concept of SIN. 

The Biblical concent of sin 1s so important to our 

subject, thet we feel constrained to devote a complete chapter 

to its consideratione:



CHAPTR IIT 

PERSONALITY AND THE FACT oF SIN 

In our consideration of personality we must take into 

account the fact of sin. In meny, if not most, of the books 

dealing with psychology and personality the fect of sin is 

conspicuously absent. In the opinion of the writer, a study 

of personality and personality development would not be com= 

plete - indeed, it could not correctly be undertaken - if 

the reality and the power of sin were overlooked or even 

minimized. 

Thus far in our discussion we have avoided the doctrine 

of sin, but only because we have been reserving it for the 

present section. 

What is sin? According to Stump: 

Sin is not a stage in man's nécessary development j 
toward perfection (evolution), nor a defect due to 
finiteness or incompleteness in the unfolding’of the’ 
good (pantheism). It is not a physical thing, the - 
result of our sensuovs nature (Plato), nor mere 
ignorance (Socrates), nor a lack of adjustment to * 
enviroment. But it is the antithesis to the good, 
the negation of God's will. It is the selfish ele- 
vation of the human will into the normative place of 
the divins. 

The Apostle John defines sin as "the transgression of the 

Law "2 Every departure from the rule of the divine Law is 

sin, no matter whether it consists in a state or a condition, 
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or in actual deeds. On the basis of the BlbLe;-we may de- 

seribe sin, negatively, as a lack of conformity with the 

divine will;.and positively, as actual opposition to the 

divine will.® 
Sin 1s a destructive force in the world. It affects 

poth the organization and the development of personality. 

When the fact of sin 1s taken into consideration, the im 

portance of heredity as an influence factor in the organi- 

zation of personality becomes immediately apparent. 

411 men are born sinners (original sin). ‘The cor- 

ruption of human nature is an inherited condition. This 

observation is thoroughly realistic; it is thoroughly Bib- 

lical. "The heart is deceitful above all things, and des- 

perately wicked: who can Imow it?" Jesus upholds this 

statement of Jeremiah when He says: "That which is born of 

the flesh is flesh. . ."5 And the Apostle Paul emphati- 

cally agrees: "I kmow that in me (that is, in my flesh,) 

dvelleth no good thing."® ; 

In accordence with such passages, the Lutheran Confes- 

Sions declare: : 

en AES SS 4 BH RES Soa, 
which even now, since the Fall, dre and remain the cre- 

’ ation and creatures of God in us, but . . « it is 
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something in the detuie) body, and soul, of eee end 
in all his powers, namely, a horrible, deep, inex- 
weed aoe corruption of the same, so that man is 
estitute of the righteousness wherein he was origl- 

nelly created, and in spiritual things is dead to giod 
and perverted to all evil. « . . now, since the Fall, 
man inherits we mn WiC eee eng inward 
impurity of of Hearty eet pereeth Lus fant 

Despite the clear teaching of Soripture on the doctrine 

of original sin, there ere many who are outspoken in thoir 

denial of the utter depravity of human nature. The following 

is a typleal attitude: 

e e « the conception of childhood's totel depravity. 
or at any rate of its original sin, has had an honored 
place in theological thought since the time of St. 
Augustine . « e 

The sclenee of evolution and the better under-= 
standing of the nature of the early stories of: Genssis 
have delivered man's thought of childhood from this 
pernicious doctrine. As F. R..Tennant has pointed out: 
"The term 'sin,! and its derivatives, can surely only ’ 
be applied to the issues of the wad « « We conelude, 
then, that in its earliest perio “chila 's life a6 
wholly innocent of actual sin or Apnea sinfulness ." 

Fortunately, there are those psychologists who, on the 

basis of thoir observations, are constrained to uphold the 

Seripture doctrine of original sin. Thus Link: “The doc = 

trine of original sin, and the conquest of the naturel man, 

So important in religion, is profoundly true from a psycho= 

Logical point of views"? 

And Holman, speaking of man's aapacity for wiokelness) 
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pertinently remarks: 

"Qriginal sin" the makers of our creeds called this 
.capacity for wickedness. Tha psychologists find the 
source of these evil propensities in our inherited 
animal impulses and passions. -In‘any case, these’ 
tendencies to lust; cruelty, hate, greed and fury, 
are desp within us, vert of our nature gper which 
is spread a too thin veneer of decency. 

We may even look to the work of Freud to find psycho- 

Logical corroboration of the Biblical doctrine of original 

sin. In the words of Jung: 

e « « psychology has profited greatly from Freud's 
_ploneer work; it has Learned that human nature has 
also a black side, and that not man alone possesses 
this side, but his works, his institutions, and his 
convictions as well. 

It is interesting to note that Jung credits Freud with dis- 

covering a condition in human nature which has always been 

taught ‘in Scripture! . 

The destructive power of sin manifests itself in man's 

‘enviroment as well as in his heredity. It affects man's 

geographic end climatic envirorment. God said to Adam: 

Because thou has hearkened unto the voice of thy 
wife, and hast. eaten of the tree, of which I-com- 
manded thee, seying, Thou shalt not eat of it: - 
cursed 1s the ground for thy sake; in sorrow shalt 
thou eat of 1t all the days of thy life; thorns also 
and thistles shall it br. forth to thee; and thou - 
shalt eat the herb of the’fleld; in the sweat of thy 
face shalt thou eat bread, till thou return unto the 
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grownd; for out it wast thou taken: fox dust thou 
art» and unto dust shalt thou return. 

So also does sin exert a destructive influence on man's 

social and cultural environment. This sociel and cultural 

environnent is composed: of people « sinful people - with | 

sinful habits, customs, attitudes, and activities. Thus, 

the indivudual's upbringing 1s not as wholesome as it should 

be; the many incidents and accidents which he experiences 

throughout Life are often disruptive of personalitye 

The aspects of the human mind, which we have mentioned 

previously, are likewise adversely affected by sin. ian's 

intellect is no Longer as clear and powerful as it would have 

been without the Yall; his feelings are vitiated; and his 

will 1s perverted and enfeebled.-? 

fo this must be added the fact that man's Unconseious 

has become a vast storehouse filled with many sinful, and 

thus negative end even harmful, thoughts and desires, habits 

and experiences. : 

ifan's drives and urges, his impulses and sentiments are 

also conditioned by the demoralizing power of sine And thus, 

the whole personality is affected. 

By this time it should be evident thet just as sin ex- 

erts a disintegrating influence on the organization of per= 

sonality, so also does it affect in a perverse manrer the 
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developnont of personality. A brief review of Eriksen's 

developmental outline! will serve to illustrate our contention. 

Because of sin, the individual's sense of trust is mis- 

directed. It 1s turned inward instead of uprerd; it 1s self- 

‘centered insteed of God-centered. Because of sin, the sense 

of eutonomy is perverted, and thus becomes a defiant inde= 

pendence, rebellious, disrespectful, and disobedient to parents 

and superiors. Because of the power of sin, the sense of 

initiative and accomplishment attach themselves to wivholesome 

projects end activities. The adolescent 'g ures to identity and 

intimacy easily Loses its wholesome flavor, and corrupts it- 

self in the midst of evil companionships and essoclations. 

The parental sense is weekened , end in some cases, destroyed 

altogether. And finally, the sense of integrity ~ in the 

absolute sense = remains an unapproachable goal. 

Sin thus becomes the great disorganizer of personality. 
Its effects are fer reaching. %. » « by one man sin entered 

into the world, and death by sin: and so death passed upon - 

all men, for that all have sinned . « "15 "So death passed: 

upon all merit = and not: only:-death, but with it all ths misery 

and oak all of the physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual 

disturbences of ths linen porsonolity. ; 

Thus far we have been speaking only about a generality 
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called SIN. Its destructive power cannot and must not be 

minimized. But there is not only sin. There are also fing. 

Because of man's sinfulness, he falls into actual sins, as 

soon as he is old enough to act. Jesus says: ". « 6 out of 

the heart proceed evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, forni- 

cations, thefts, false witness, blasphenies ee ols Ord ginal 

sin is the source; actual sins are the stream which flows from 

it. Original sin is the disease which afflicts ow nomen nae 

ture; ectual sins are the manifestations and the symptoms of 

the @iscase.+? : 

from the Bible it is evident that Cod does not only at 

tack sin. He attacks definite sins: adultery, fornicetlon, 

uneLeanness , Leselvlousness, idolatry, witchoreft, hatred, 

variance, emulations , wrath, strife, seditions, herasies, 

envyings, murders, drunkenness , revellings, thefts, covetous = 

ness, deceit, evil eye, pride, foolishness, sexual perversion, 

extortion, and the Like 2S , 

The comission of all or any of these sins ~ in deed or 

word or thought - is disruptive of personality integration. 

_ 4s previously stated, sin has been: defined as "the trans- 

gression of the lav."+® As this physical world is subject to 

certein naturul, physival laws, so also, in the moral ani 
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‘spiritual realm, 1s the world subject to the Moral Law of 

“God. And just as it is destructive of human life to defy. 

physical law, so also is it destructive of personality life 

to disobey the Moral Law. ee 
Tt is. precisely here «in the fact of sin, both orlgingl 

and actual - that the source of all our guilt and shame, our 

fears (and anxieties, our depressions, our uncontrolled pas= 

sions, our excesses, end so forth, is to be found. Norborg 

expresses it in a classic mamer: 

A realistic analysis of human neuroses and psychoses 
Will open your theological or materialistic or ideal- 
istic eyes to the reality of sin, especially to the 
ruining influence thet the 8525 of one parson mey have 
upon other persons' Lives. 

It 1s evident that the damage to man's personality caused 

by sin must be remedied. Man must be radically renewed in the 

very center of his being, that eventually he may be renewed in 

every pert. All this means simply that he must be seved from 

the guilt and from the power of sin.» 

Wherein lies the answer to this problem? Where is the 

remedy to be found? It is the writer's conviction that the 

 pemedy - the true and lasting remedy ~ is to be found in 

the Christian religion, and in the Christian religion alone. 
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PART IL 

CHRISTIANITY AND PERSONALITY



CHAPTER IV 

THE EFFICACY OF CHRISTIANITY 

There is a widespread criticism that Christianity makes 

souls morbid end unhealthy. Indeed, there ere many who seem 

to think that Christlanity and healthy mindedness ere con- 

tradictory concepts. However, according to Norborg, if such 

&@ criticism were to have any bearing on Christianity, 

» e e it would have to show that there is a necessary 
connection between Christian experience and the break- 
cown of every healthy-=minded person that tries’ Christ - 
Janity and that all - Christians beLong to the psychoe 
pathic class of human Lives. 

Such a connection cannot be demonstrated. On the contrary, 

any scientific, unbiased psychologist will have to admit that 

among Christians there are many personalities of a decidedly 

healthy typee 

What, then, is the cause of this hostile attitude toward 

é 

the Christian religion? It is due, wdoubtedly, to a mis= 

understanding, to a ‘fallure to apprehend the trus meaning of 

the Christian faith. It hardly seems necessery to point out - 

that not all church groups are accurate representations of 

true Christianity. There are the ‘perfectionists, for in- 

stance, with their insistence upon the possibility of at- 

taining a@ state of sinlessness in this life. Again, there 

1 5 traaheh Sverre Norborg teti of Chrlstion 4 
(ifinneapolis : Augsburg b. ng House, OF pe ie0- 
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are the Puritanic groups with their morbid legalism. But in 

the words of Narborg: wrrye Christianity is neither a psy- 

chopathological Puritenicalism nor a "ginless" humanism. It 

is 4 message of salvation"? : 

Properly taught and applied, christianity does not make 

personalities morbid and unhealthy. ‘On the contrary, true 

Christianity has a positive, wholesome effect on personality 

development. ; 

For one thing, Christianity 1s realistic. It acknowledges 

the reality of sin. Furthermore, it deals with sinin a radi- 

cal mamer. It goes to the root of the trouble. The Christian 

religion does not endeavor to evade the reality of sin, nor does 

it attempt to minimize its seriousness. It faces the reality 

of sin; it actually delivers man from the power and the do- 

minion of sin. Christianity ean cope with the reality of sin 

in such @ positive, victorious manner because it is based upm 

& greater, stronger reality <« the reality of God's saving grace 

in Christ) 

Since Christianity is basically the message of God's grace 

in Christ, it follows that 1t is powerful. Here again it must 

be emphasized that we are speaking of true Christianity. 
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In some cased, Christianity hes become a mere formalistic 

ritual. The form of Christianity 1s retained, but the power 

thereof is denied.* Wise speaks of the danger of substituting 

the form for the reality, and of developing a purely. symbolic 

tradition. He says: "To the extent that this occurs, re- 

ligion is powerless to create new integrations within the 

personality . . .#5 

True Christianity is efficacious. Its message - the 

Gospel of Jesus Christ - 1s Living and dynamic "T am not 

ashamed of the Gospel of Christ," says Paul, "for it is the 

power of God wto salvation to everyone that bel. Leveth."6 

The source of Christianity is the Word of God itself, and 

siietar thon ory tee cole Sorta ngine arena 
the diviting asunder of soul and spirit, and of the 
se ore one isp discerner of the thoughts _ 

Christianity is not irresistibly efficacious, however. : 

That is to say, the message of salvation can be, and often is, 

resisted. And so, we do not ascribe any megicel power to 

Christianity. The message of salvation is not a magic for- 

mila; it 1s the powér of God. As the power of God, it 1s ef- 
fective wmto salvation. Yet it can be resisted. It has the 
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‘power to break down the hardest of hearts, and yet, through 

the hardness of the heart, it can be resisted and rejected. . 

The Bible warns against the hardening of the heart when it 

says; “Today, if ye will hear His voice, harden not your 

heart . . "8 "Seek ye the Lord while He may be found, call 

ye upon Him while He is near . - ond 

A discussion of the efficacy of Christienity necessarily 

includes a consideration of the Christian conversion experience. 

Conversion, properly understood, is an experience that is com= 

mon to all Christians and, at the same time, peculier to them. 

There is much misunderstanding regarding Christian con= 

version. It 1s thought by many that Christian conversion is 

essentially the same as moral conversion. However, the Christ - 

ian conversion experience is not identical with a mere “change 

of mind" or with a mere "moral improvement of life." A man 

may improve his life outwardly, and yet be unconverted. Es= 

sentially, conversion is “the bestowal of faith in the divine 

Promise of salvation for Christ's sake upon a sinner who from ~ 

the divine Law has learned to Imow and lement his sins ."»° 

SPs. 95:7,8. 
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Strictly speaking, therefore, conversion is a turning 

from unbelief to bellef. It involves a spirituel rebirth, 

or regeneration, as Jesus Himself indicates when He seys; 

Verily, verily, I say wmto thee, Except a man be born 

Gach fat, “Me'elish 15 Gem seChte ci fa 
flesh; and that which 1s born of the Spirit is spirit.t 

In Christian conversion there 1s one absolutely decisive 

element which dare not be overlooked, nemely, the hearing of 

the Word of God."/® «. , . faith cometh by hearing, and 

hearing by the Word of God."45 It is through the Word of God 

that the Holy Ghost operates, working faith in the heart of 

man, creating in him e new spiritual life. 

It 1s to be understood that conversion is not @ sub- 

Stantlal changes, that is, it 1s not the creation of a now 

essence of the soul, or the creation of new qualities in men./4 

"Tf any man be in Christ, he is a new creature: old things ere 

passed away; behold, all things ere become new #5 Through 

conversion, man, who was once dead in trespasses and sins, has 

become spiritually allve;16 he 1s, indeed, a new creature. 
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As we have indicated, he has not lost his parsonal identity, 

nor has he undergone any change in the substance of his hue 

_manity. But he 1s a new end different man in the sense that 

he is a new and different kind of man.l7 

Psychologically speaking, conversion involves a re=- 

centering of the personality and redirecting of interests. 

Consider the case of the Apostle Paul. Before his conver-" 

“sion he was Seul, the zealous persecutor. After his conver- 

Sion he was Paul, the zealous missionary-apostle. Sefore his 

-eonversion he sought out the Christians to destroy them. Af- 

ter his conversion he sougnt out the non-Christians to save 

then. 

The trensforming power of the Christian conversion ex- 

perience cannot be denied. In the words of Weatherhead : 

"There is no advice from a psychologist which has @ dynamic ; 

comparable with that energy which is released in personality 

by what is called the conversion of a soul."18 and in the 

words of Bonnell: "There is nothing so transforming for an 

individual as a first-hand experience of Christ."1? 
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The transforming power of acuvenstan) wrought by the 

Holy Spirit, is manifest in all the activities of the mind.20- 

The intellect of the believer is enlightened. He seos what 

formerly he was unable to sea; he understands what to him was 

formerly foolishness. The sensibilities of the believer are 

also radically changed. What he once loved he now hates, and 

what he ones hated he now loves. A striking and decisive 

change hes also taken plece in the wille Formerly his will 

wes opposed to the will of God. But now he freely wills what 

God wills; and, in the measure in which the old evil NACUrA, 

which still clings to him, does not prevent hin, he ectually 

does what God's Law commands .°* : 

Not only does the power of conversion manifest itself 

in the activities of the mind, but it exerts an effective 

influence on all the aspects of personality. for the con- 

version experience is a totality-experlence. The power of 

Christianity affects the whole parson. __ ; 
Having considered the efficacy of the Christian religion, 

let us now turn our attention to the value of Christisnity 

4n personality development. 

  

207, distinguish a three-fold mental activity: Imnowing, 
feeling, and willing. cf. De Ce 

2ls¢unp, Op- Cites P- 100 ff. 

  

 



- . CHAPTER V - 

THE VALUE OF CHRISTIANITY IN HZALTHY 
PERSONALITY DEVELOPUENT 

Psychologists are realizing more and more the importance 

of religion in healthy personality development. or course, 

as Weatherhead remarks, there are still those = most of them 

lay psychotherapists - who appear to have dismissed reli gion as 

“« « e & Were refuge of weak, silly, and rather senti- 
mental souls, a kind of dope which the strong-minded 
will eschew, a useful deyice. in treating hysteria, 
put of no greater value. : ; 

Nevertheless, those psychologists who ‘have a selentific and 

& realistic attitude admit the importance of religion in the. 

establishment of mental health. Jung observes: "A religious * 

attltude is an element in psychic Life whose importance can 

hardly be overrated."® And again, in greater detail, he 

states; 

During the past thirty years, pedple from all over 
the civilized countries. of the earth have consulted ~ 
mee I have treeted many hundreds of patients, the 
larger number being Protestants, a smaller number 
Jews, and not more than five or six belleving Catho- 
lics. Among all my patients in the second half of 
life = that 1s to say, over thirty-five - there has 
not been one whose problem in the last resort was 
not thet of finding a religious outlook on life. 
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It 1s safe to sey that every one of them fell 111 
because he had lost that which the living religions 
of ewery age have given to thelr followers, end none 
ox them has been really healed who did not regain 
his religious sutlook.: 

H. J. Schou, Hi. D.,- President of Dienabund Clinic, lect= 

urer et the University of Corenhegen, hes this to say: 

One dares say that psychiatric authorities maintain that - 
religion, which means a true end sound communion with - 
God, is not only not dangerous psychologically speaking, 
put directly preserving. : 

Anda DP William Brown, Wilde Reader in Hentel Philosophy | 

at Oxford, and Psychotherepist .to King's College Hospltel, 

London, says: "I have become more convinced than ever that 

religion is the most importent thing in Life, and that 1t is 

essential to mental health." 

ALL of these quotations recognize the value of relicion 

in healthy personality development. In reality there is but 

one religion. The only true religion is the God-inspired re= 

ligion of the Bible = Christianity. However, it would not be 

realistic for us to claim that only the Christian religion is 

of value in the establishment and maintenance of mental health. 

It is ademonstrable fact that also the non-Biblical religions 

of this world have something of value to contribute toward 

personality integration. But this is the point that we wish 
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to emphesize: if there is value to be found in the men -nade 

philosophies and relifions of this life, how much greater 

value is to be found in the Christian religion which, as we 

have indiceted in the previous chepter,-is the wisdom of God 

and the power of God! 

Referri ng specifically to the christian fallow, : Dr. J. A. 

Hadfield, a psychotherapist of renown, hes sald: 

Speaking es a student of psychotherapy, wnowias such, 
Jhas no concorn with theology, I em convinced that the 
Christian religion is one of the most valuable and . 
potent influences thet‘we possess for producing that 

ony and peace of mind and that confidence of soul 
whi ch 1 is neelied to bring health and power to a lerce 
number of nervous patients . . . I have attempted to 
cure nervous patients with suggestions of quietness 
and confidence, but without success until I have linked 
these suggestions on.to that faith in the power of God 
which is the substance of the Christian's confidence 
and hope. Then the patient has become strong. 

It cannot be denied that the Christian religion is of 

definite positive value in the establishment and melntenance 

of mentel health. And the reason for this is not difficult 

to finds On the one hend, Christianity aids in tho establish-= 

ment of those positive factors which lead to personality inte- 

gration, while, on the other hend, it helps to overcome those 

negative factors which wight easily result in personality 

disintegration. 

Among the findings of vite Seminar on Religion end Health 

of the National Christian wWission held at Washington, D. C.,. 

as gta Be 
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February 2-9, 1941, the following 4s worthy of note: 

A major responsibility of the church in the field 
of health lies in the promotion of those mental and 
splritual attitudes which make for‘health - attitudes 
of faith, hope, love, self-respect, social intérest 
and neighborly service .. .« On the other hand, the 
churches should help men to overdome those ‘attitudes’ 
which make for 111 heal jh - fear, distrust, cynicism, 
hate, selfishness . . e 

  

In discussing the mature personality; Allport lists - 

the following three requirements for the attainment of the 

cultivated, wholesome personality: extension of the self, 

self objectification, and a wmifying philosophy of life.® 

A brief consideration of these "requirements" will serve 

to demonstrate the role of Christianity in healthy person- 

ality development . ; ; 

By the expression, "extension of the self," Allport 

means the overcoming of infantile egocentriclty 3 the do- 

velopnent of the capacity to lose oneself in the pursuit 

of objectives, not primarily referred to the self. He says: 

ee a er eee tat ee 
thet outshine self -segicing and vanity, any life seems 
dwarfed and immature. i 
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Holman expresses the same opinion: “Becoming mature 

care . means, in the first plece, growing out of infantile 

self-centeredness."19 He says further: 

is precisely this exparsion of the sel? to ine 
Sad slap te attests at setoerne of otha 
people.tL 

Christianity, the religion of love, teaches this very 

things "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, 

and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind . . . Thou shalt 

love thy neighbor as thyselfs"1® speaking of Christian love, 

the Apostle Paul has this to say: "Charity. . . seeketh not 

her own."15 And in another place he admonishes : "Look not 

every men on his own things, but every man also on the things 

of. others."14 Does not Jesus also refer to this extension of — 

the self when He says: "He that findeth his life shall lose 

it: and he that loseth his life for my sake, shall find it! qLs 

The Christian life is a life that 1s emerging from self- 

seeking vanity and self-centeredness; 1t 1s a life inChrist. the 

-10io1man, Psychology and Religion for Everyday Living, 
De 34,0 

: 
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Christian 1s not his om, for he has been bought with a. 
prices+® Christ "dled for all, that they which live shoula 
not henceforth live unto themselves, but unto Him which died 

for them, and rose again,"1? 

The Christian religion does not merely agree with the a 

psychological principle of seLf-expansion. It holds the key, 

and 1t has the rower whereby such self -expansion may be 

achieved. : ; 

Herein is love, not -that we loved God, but that He 
loved us, and sent His‘Son to be the propitiation 
for our sins. Beloved, if God so Loved us, we ougnt 
also to love one another. 

The second requirement for maturity in personality, ac] 

cording to Allport, is self-objectification. By this term 

he means 

  

e e e that peeullar detachment of the mature person 
when he surveys his own pretensions in relation to 
his ebilities, his present objectives in relation to 
possible objectives for himself, his own equipment 
in comparison with the Sq ene of others, and his 
opinion of elf in relation to the’ opinion others 
hold of hime 

This objective attitude requires self-honesty. In the words 

of Holman: "We must -face ourselves honestly. Without such 

Imowledge of ourselves there is no possibility of redirecting 
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ow lives in wholesome and wortinvhile ways #20 

fo Live without self-deception is truly a prerequisite 

for the establishment of mental health. Especially is this 

true in the morel Sphere. "If we sey that we heve no sin, 

we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us." Tt is 

essential for us to realize that before God "ve are all as 

an unclean thing, end all our righteousnesses are as filthy 

regs nee 

The problem of self-honesty versus self-deception is 

well illustreted in the Perable of the Pharisce and the 

Publican: 

Two men trent up into the temple to pray; the one a 
Pharisees, end the other a publican: The Pharisee 
stood and prayed thus with himself, God, I thank * 
Thee, that 'I am not as other men are, extortionars, 
umjust, adulterers, or’even as this publicen. I 
fast twice in the week, I élive tithes of all that I 
possess. And the publican, standing afar off, would 
not lift up so much as his eyés unto Heaven, but 
smote himself upon bas breast, seying, God be merci- 
ful to me a sinner. 

The publican manifested real insight. He had cultivated, or 

wes at least in the process of cultivating, the objective 

attitude. The Phariseo, on the other hand, thinking himself 
to be something when he was really nothing, was deceiving 
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himself.** Ana 50, Jesus concludes His parable with the words: 

I tell you, this man (the publican) went down to his 
house justifled rather than the other: for every one 
that exalteth himself shall be abaged: and he that 
humbleth himself shall be exalted. 

The third condition for the optimum development of per= 

sonality is a unifying philosophy of 1ife.6 Psychologists 

are agreed on the importance of this factor. For instance, 

Stolz has this to say: 

The nejority of persons suffering from cureble mental 
disorders stand in need of an adequate philosophy of 
life, of life-giving convictions which will sustain 
them in their hour of perplexity.*? 

The Christian religion effords such an adequate philos=- 

ophy of life. One need only look to the Life of Christ in 

the days of His flesh to see how it manifested a divine, 

unifying purpose. At one time He said: "My meat is to:do 

the will of Hin that sent me, and to finish His work."8 At 

another time He said: ". « e the Son of Man 1s come to seek 

and to save that which was Lost 29 Snd at still another 

time: "The Son of Man came not to be ministered unto, but 

to minister, and to give His life a ransom for many «50 
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The Christian life is a life with a in paeel a dominant, . 

unifying PUrPOsee In the vords of ‘the Apostle Paul: "To me 

to live is Christ, and to die is gain.*5l the Christian's 

meat is also to do the will of the Father in heaven. And what 

is that will? It 1s this that we hallow His name, and that 

His kingdom come. The Christian's philosophy of life 1s more 

than a philosophy or an attitude. It is the confidence of 

faith, that feith which appropriates the merits of Christ, and 

. thus saves eternally. 

From the foregoing 1t should: readily be admitted that 

Christianity 1s both a prophylectic and therapeutic agent in 

the establishnent and maintenance of mentel health. Regard- 

Less of the age of Life or the stage of personality develop- 

ment, the Christian religion has something of value to offer. 

The importance of Christian training in early childhood 

cannot be stressed enough. Hoses emphasized it: 

And these words, which I command thee this day, shall 
be in thine heart: and thou shalt teach them dili- 
gently unto thy children, and shalt talk of them .when 
thou sittest in thine house, and when thou walkest by 

the way, ang when thou.liest down, and when thou 

risest upe<~:- 

Paul Likeyise admonished: “And, ye fathers, provoke not your 
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children to wrath: but bring them up in the nurture and ad- 

monition of tho Zord."%4 

The individual needs security, not freedom from peril, 

- but e@ sense of permanence 1n the presence of peril.°° In the 

midst of an insecure, loveless , untrustworthy world, the 

Christian religion offers real security. It proclaims a God 

who loved the world so much that He spared not His own Son,%6 

& God who is absolutely faithful end trustworthy. 

If such a sense of security end trust is estatLished in 

early childhood, then a solid foundation has been laid for 

the achievement of the mature personality. Bonnell says in 

this connection: 

No parent has the right to deprive his children of 
the stabilizing and strengthening influences which 
religion cen exert in the life of even a very little 
child. In the years during which the foundations of 
character are belng leid 1t 1s of tremendous importance 
that children should be brought into contact with the 
uplifting and ingpiring influence of the personality 
of Jesus Christe 

And thus the Christisn religion continues to exert a posi- 

tive influence throughout life, It will be recalled that the 

age. of edolescence is a period of storm and stress.°9 ‘The 
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young person is seeking to find hinself, to recognize his 

plece 1n soclety and in, the world. Here the Christian re- 

ligion has a stabilizing effect upon the Individuel by pro- 

viding him with a unifying philosophy of life and a ‘positive 

faith. Christianity assures the adolescent that he is a 

person of worth, a child of God through faith in the Lora 

Jesus Christ. 3 

“With the onset of adulthood, new problems must be feced. 

The individual is confronted with new and strange responsi- 

bilities - maritel responsibility, parental responsibility, 

financiel responsibility, and so forth. One's sense of se- 

curity end trust might easily waver during this period. And 

80 it romains for Christienity to offer the necessary strength 

and reassurance. The Christian religion stresses the 4m = 

portance and the sarctity of merriaga, perenthood, the family, 
and personal responsibility. And here, as in all other mat= 

ters, 1t does not only aeoriae the- proper instructions but it - 

has the power to effect that which 1t recommends. 

The period of old age is not by any means devoid of diffi- 

culties. In the words of Wise: 

a ee ye iaceents Wels mec 
that for the aging person there are two problems: 
adapting himself to the changes teking place within, 
and finding a new status for himself in a society. 
which eis this incree sively difficult as the yeers 

lengthen.59 . . 
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He goes on to say that the contribution of religion 

during this age may be medé at two points: 

First, in the declining’years of life, beginning with 
the involutional period, healthy religious attitudes 
and bellefs, involving goals and values that reach 
out beyond the individual himself, may be of great 
value in effecting an integration of personality end 
giving a sense of security end worth. In the second 
place, the church as such has e definite responsi - 
bility in the creation of a culture in which youth 
and are can work cooperatively on cofmon problens , 
each making its unique contribution. 

  

The Christian religion fulfils these requirements, and more. 

It offers through Christ Jesus the blessed hope end the com- 

forting assurance of everlesting Life. "Here have we no con- . 

tinuing attra but we seek one to cone "42 

There should be no doubt in our minds that the Christ- 

jan religion is a vital, dynamic force in the developnent 

of the wholesome personality. However, in order that our 

presentation may be more complete, Let us consider the ef- 

fectiveness of Christienity in dealing with certein specific 

personality problems. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CHRISTIANITY AND THE PROBLEM OF GUILT 

Regerding the problem of gullet » psychologists commonly 

use such expressions’as "gullt-complex," "guilt-feeling,” or 

"sense of guilt." Such expressions are justifiable if they 

are properly understood. 11 too often, however, psycholo- 

eists speak of guilt-fealings while, at the same tine, they 

deny the reality and the seriousness of guilt. It is im- 

portent to note that guilt is not only a feeling; it is a 

fect. All men ere guilty of sin. Not only do they bear 

the guilt of Adem's transgression,— put they ere guilty also 

ee of those actual sins ‘which they commit in thought, word, and 

deeds” All men are sinners, end thus the whole world is 

guilty vefore God. This guilt incurs the wrath of God, and 

4t entails eternal punishment.* If man is to stand unnon- 

demned in the presence of the holy God, the guilt of his sin 

must he removed. And it can be removed only through the 

atoning sacrifice of Christ Jesus.® It bears repeating that 

guilt is not merely a feeling, but a fact. 
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However, for ow present pantenast we are more concerned 

with a consideration of those specific guilt-feelings which 

arise as a result of the conviction of sin and of moral feilure. 

It is a psychological fact that such guilt -feelings are es- 

pecially disruptive of the personality. Norborg remarks; 

""Nodern psychiatry of the ethical type holds that guilt is a 

fact of sinister influerice in humen life, vary often tragicel -- 

ly destroying the human mind .#6 Infeed, it has been demon- 

streted agein end again that feelings of guilt can bene such 

immer tension end turmoil that even bodily functions are dis- 
turbed fend frequently serious organic illness results.’ 

A discussion of this sort ae necessarily include a con= 

sideration of the. conscience, for it 1s. the activity of the 

eonselence that produces the sense of guilt. The degree of 

the sonse of guilt 1s determined by the extent to which the 

conscience actively asserts itself. 

According to Koehler, 

Conscience 1a thet er gots rule wogarded s6 eutbari.~ 
vidual te contre to hia saan tp rere age °- 
when he does, but "accuses," holds guilty end 
condemns him when he fails to do 80. 
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Conscience is a dynamic fector in the organizetion and 

development of personality. Its influence cannot very well 

‘be ignored. In the words of Wise: "Conscleme is a function 

of the personality that 1s essential to growth and self- 

realization."? However, conscience is a very mischievous 

function of parsonal life. It is very liable to err, to be- 

come warped in its development either in the direction of hy- 

persensitiveness or of callousness. And since the sense of 

guilt is determined by the functioning of conscience, it fol- 

lows thet as the conscience is uninformed and misdirected, so 

also will the sense of guilt be proportionately distorted. 

Holman remarks ; 

« e« e one may suffer a deep sense of guilt aly ut an 
insignificent trifle but feel no sense of guilt. about 
matters of terrible consequence. Our sense of guilt 
is related to those standards of conduct, those ideals 
of behavior, which we have accepted as authoritative.LO 

The voice of conscience must always be obeyed. Whether 

the conselence is Lnforned or uninformed, enlightened or 

warped, 1ts voice must be heeded; it must be given the right 

of way. It goes without saying, of course, that a person 

should strive to act under the impulse of an enlightened con- 

Selence, end the source of such enlightenment is, and always 

will be, the infallible Word of God. It is obvious also that 

‘ @ person should heed the voice of his conscience and thus keep 
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his..conscience free from blame. This is the healthy thing to do. 

"It 1s absolutely proved that the richt thing to do is always 

the healthy thing to dont 

‘To disregard the volee of conselence 48 always a sin.) 

Not only is such disroegerd sinful, but it is also psychologicel - 

ly harmful. To act contrary to the dictates of consciences may 

‘set up a conscience “dlstress which, in a person with any self- 

respect, might become tragically disintegrating to the person- 

ality.© Nothing 1s so destructive of mental health as the 

torture inflicted by an outraged conscience. An overwhelming 

sense of cuilt; af not removed, may easily lead to despair and 

even, as in the case of Judes, to suicide. ; 

What, then, is the remedy for such an overpowering, over= 

burdening sense of guilt? How may the tormenting pangs of 

conscience be relleved? Some psychiatrists try to alleviate 

the sense of guilt by telling their patients to forget about 

it, or by suggesting thet they are the victims of a hyper = 

sensitive conscience and that thay have se& too hign:etanderds 

for themselves ol 

However, since guilt is a ee fects this ‘4s obviously 
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not the answer. The sense of guilt cannot be mitigated simply 

by "forgetting about it," nor can it be relieved by any pseudo= 

psychological sugrestions. The sense of guilt must be dealt 

with realistically and redically. The guilt must be removed, 

not forgotten or evaded. 

Where is the remedy to be found? The real and true remedy 

is to be found in Christian confession and in the Christian 

doctrine of forgiveness. 

If we say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, 

fog Palthitn ol gt to, fangive co epg eit, ea 
to cleanse us from all unrighteousness «Lo 

Tt isa psychological fact that catharsis is a helpful 

activity. It provides emotional release.L6 However, Christ = 

Jan confession is more than psychological catharsis. ‘It is 

& contrite, purposeful unburdening of the soul to God, against 

whom cll sins are committed, and whose majesty is thereby of- 

fended. As David cries out 1n his great penitentiel psalm: 

"“Appinst Thee, Thee only, have I sinned, and done this evil in 

Thy sight: that Thou mightest be justified when Thou speakest, 

‘and be clear when Thou judgestt27 

Why is there in nan an urge to confess? Bonnell answers: 
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Unguestionably 1t 19 due to the conscience = thet  — 
inner monitor which speaks. on behalf of tho higher 
Ate ee Leas rou us for tee es 
doling. An Swakened conseLance can inflict nent 
upon the inmiividual who refuses to entre 

The reason & pargon's peece of mind 1s so cesily dis=- 

turbed is that ha so often refuses to aclnowledss and confoss 

his sin, and to receive the forgiveness which God freely offers 

for the sale of His Son, Josus Christ. Again Domell decleres;: 

I imow few errors more camagl f +o mentel and physical 
woll-seing than ea prolk r al to saol the relief 19 
and hoeling that is found in confession and forgiveness. 

@he pante that exlses from sin that is uconfessed ena wifor- 

given is soon from thé words of Davids 

When I kept sllenca, my bones wexod old throuch my 
roering all the dey Longe For day and night Thy 
hand was heevy upon meg say moisture is turned into 
tho devout of sumer. BS Paar 

fhe relief that comes from confession and from the as- 

surance of forgivensss is also seen froa the words. of. David 

when he contimes: "I acknowledged my sin unto theo, and - 
mine iniquity heve I not hide. I said, I will confess my. 

transgressions unto the Lord; and Thou forgavest the iniquity . 

‘OF my sin.e@2 

2. : a 7e) (New Yorlc: John Sutherland Bonnell, | SSipoleee, 

Harper and Brothers Publishers, faa}. ° 

#0 Pgain SO 13,4 
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It should be evident that if-a person is to find re- 

lief through confession, his confession must be honest and 

complete .©* ALL too often, confession is separated from 

penitence and is regarded merely as an escape from sin 

without deep and true sorrow for it, and determination to 

have done with ite “Confession by itself does not make a 

sin less, nor expmmegs it from God's record . . 25 In 

the words of Stolz: 

No confession is a true confession unless it is made 
by one overwhelmed by the consclousness of sin and 
guilt, by ons truly ponlyeng end broken-hearted and 
sincerely de egirous of restoring severed relations with 
God and man~* 

To whom should the confession be made? Since all sins 

are offenses against the holy God, it follows that confes- 

sion must be made to Him.”> But the question is; Should 

the confession be made directly to God alone, or should it 

be made to some person who may be regarded as a representa- 

tive of God? It depends, of course, upon the person making 

the confession. ‘There are many people who can find complete 

relief and gain the full assurance of forgiveness through 

G@irect, private confession to God. There are many others, 

  

Puoriys Hopping of f Ilyar Hamilton Lichliter of ae 
(New York: The Abingdon Press, 1 said 

23reslie D. Weatherhead, Apsara, of the 
Soul (New York: The Meomtllan arenene 

Barer? Re: Stele, Pastoral Psychology (Nashville; Cokes - 
bury Press, 1932), pé 

B5rp: lieved one of his a erson has offented « or a 

fettomai ne should be willing also to make: a paaatee to him.
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however, who do not find satisfaction in such secret con- 

fession. Such people would be best helped by having a wit- 

ness to this transaction between the soul and God.“© One 

woman has written in a letters 

I gladly recognize that there are happy souls who have 
lived in the consciousness of God's mresence ell their 
lives. For these it 1s easy, when they occasionally 
displease Him, to return at once, tell Him they are 
sorry, and claim His forgiveness. But others, of whom 
I am one, have had His face hidden from us by the clouds 
of our oym sin. In this state no amowmt of praying seens 
of any Use, bggause we cannot realize that God is there 

O near . « e ‘ 

One is reminded of the words of the ancient mariner: 

I looked to heaven, and tried to pray; 
But or e'er a prayer had gusht, 
A wicked whisper came, and made 
Hy heart as dry as dust. ; 

It would seem to be in order here to mention the confes- 

sional - the act or practice of confessing to a priest or 

pestor. The Roman Catholic Church makes such @ practice ob- 

ligatory;' the Protestant Church does not. Is there any bens- 

fit to be derived from the confessional as practised in the 

Roman Church? Undoubtedly many people find genuine relief 

from the Roman confessional. At the same time, however, ‘Lt 

must be said that the Roman confessional has meny disadvanteges. 

~ Drs B. Boyd Barrett, & Roman Catholic, once a priest 

but now a practising psychiatrist, says that he 

26ponmell, Ode Cite, Pe 69. ; r 

27ouoted in Weatherhead, Psychology in Service of 
Soul, Pp. 95. 

£8) anual Taylor Coleridge, Zhe Rime of the Anotent 
Mariner, 11. 244-247. 
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« « e is inclined to dissent from the view that (Roman 
Catholic) confession, as a genoral rule, affords a 
healthy mode of self-revelation such as psychologists 
desiderate. It is too fragnentary, too artificial and 
too coercive in character to be a health-giving mode 
of release. f ' 

Indeed, he says that he 

e e e has been consulted, outside confession, by many 
Catholics whose analyses disclosed the fact that their 
mental health had suffered as a consequence of confession®9 

To be of real therapeutic value, the confessional must not 

be & conpulsory act: but a spontaneous act, one that arises 

from an inner wae for confession and forgiveness. The con= 

fession itself must not be a mere routine recital of short- 

comings and failures; 1% must be a sincere, honest outpouring 

of a contrite heart to God. 

Such a confession, whether made directly to God in private, 

or to the confessor, is definitely cleansing in effect and 

therapeutic in value. Christian confession is of such posi- 

tive value because 1t comprehends "that most amazing of all 

psychotherapeutie agencies, the doctrine of forglvencss .*5° 

"Blessed is he whose transgression is forgiven, whose 

Sin is covered. Blessed 4s the man wuto whom the Lord im- 

puteth not iniquity, and in whose spirit there is no gulle."5l 

" 22oucted in Holmen, The Religion of 8 Healthy Wind, p. 115. 

SQventherhead, Psychology and Life, pe 120. 
SLrgalm 32:1,26 
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This is the central doctrine of the Christian religion, that 

God forgives all sins for Jesus! sake. Mee 3 thougn your 

sins be as scerlet, they shall be as white as snow; though 

they be red like crimson, they shall be as wool. "As far 

as the east is from the west, so fer hath he removed our trans- 

gressions from ug 295 

It remains for us simply to accept God's forgiveness in 

Christ. And it 1s precisely at this point that many persons 

fail to appropriate the healing effects of confession and 

forgiveness. They refuse to accept the forgiveness that God 

freely offers, or, having claimed the forgiveness of God, they 

ere wivllling to forgive themselves. This refusal to forgive 

oneself results in real mentel suffering. It is a Scriptural 

fact that when God forgives, He forgets. In the words of the 

prophet: ™. . . Thou hast cast all my sins behind thy paok."34 

And God Himself tells us: "I, even I, am he that blotteth out 

thy transgressions for mins own sake, ami will not remember 

thy sins."55 we are todo the sane with those sins which God 

has forgiven. Having truly repented of our sins, we are to 

put them behind our becks and remember them no more. We are 

to have done with them. Our slate is clean, and we should 

endeavor to keep 1t that waye 

CORRS aE aS CID 

Srgaieh 1:8. 
35 ae ; Psalm 103 :12. 

SM tsatah 38:17. 
SS seiah 435 25.6  
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God is love. His love is manifested in the forgiveness 

of sin for Jesus' sake. However, this love is not easy-going 

indulgence, and forgiveness and reconciliation do not inply 

uneoncern about evil. Not only does God say to us, "Thy sings 

pe forgiven thee,"°S put He also says, "Go, and sin no more."957 

This is the story of renentaire: contrition, faith, and 

the carnest desire, with the help of God the Holy Spirit, 

henceforth to amend oun sinful lives. ‘This is the key to 

abundant livinge This is the way to eternal life. . 

  

S6untt. 9:2. 

S7yohn 8:11.



CHAPTER VIT 

CHRISTIANITY AND THE FROSLEM OF FEAR 

Fear is an emotion that is common to man. When functlon- 

ing properly, it has e certain value. It helps the individual 

to make an adenuate adjustment to changing environment « How = 

ever, when the fear persists after it has served its purpose, 

when it outlives its usefulness, or when its intensity 1s all 

out of proportion to the fear -=provoking stimulus, it loses its 

value, and becomes destructive and disintegrating to the per= 

sonality. In the words of Bonnell: 

‘init Bnei Paeceaity hy ete 
faa cared ca cena ag 
Tear manifests itself in many and various forms. It may 

express ltself as an trratlonel f ear caused by a repressed 

experience in which fear played a pert, an experience now for- 

gotten and in the ue¢onselous. This manifestation of fear 

is called a phobia. When the fear becomes extended, as a 

contimzal state of undue anxlety, it may be regerded as worry. 3 

When the fear becomes so intense, is all out of proportion to 

  

Lyonn Sutherland pennell ora] latry (New York: 
Harper and Brothers Publishers, 2 - 

2 (New Yori: Leslie D. Weathanticads » Pazepolony at and ae 
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circumstances, and is not directed toward any one object or 

situation, it shades into anriety.* 

Professor J. A. Hadfield makes the following distinction: 

Natural fears are fears directed to objects really 
angerous to life, Emileiles are fears without an 

object, and are usually due-to fear of a threatening 
impulse within. They are subscoune sed fears of our- 
selves. arobias are fears attached to objects not in 
themselves gerous. They are projected fears of 
ourselves. This is true of all plas = they are all 
fears of ourselves, fears of some impulse in ourselves, 
fears of "unconseious desires." The greatest fear of 
civilized man is himself. The difference between a 
normal fear and an abnormal fear (or phobia) can easily 
be recognized. The normal fear leads to biological 
efficiency » whereas the abnormal fear leads to 
inefficiency. 

What are the causes of fear? The basic cause of fear is 

the fact of gin and its consequent gulit. It is an undeniable 

fact thet guilt produces fear. As soon as our first parents 

committed their first sin, their hearts were filled with fear. 

And they heard the voice of the Lord God walking in 
the garden 1n the cool of the dey; and Adam and his 
wife hid themselves from the presence of the Lord God. 

amongst the trees of the garden. And the Lord God 
called unto Adam, and said unto him, Where art thou? 

And he said, T heard thy voice in the garden, and 

was efraid, because I was naked; and I hid elf. 

Fear is wiversal because man's guilt is universal. 

However, this is not to say that every fear is the direct 

  

4yjonn J. Be Vor gan and George D. Lovell, The Psychol- 

ogy of Abnormal. People (New York: Longuans, Green Coe, 

Tore}; De i : 

Squoted by Bonnell , Ope cltes De 84.6 , 
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result of a specific sin or a specific sense of guilt. any 

fears, of course, are directly traceable to a specific guilt- 

feeling. Such "guilty fears" are dangerous indeed. Says 

Fosdick: * | ; 
Nowhere is the anes of secrecy and of morbid imagiq _ 
nation more evident than in the realm of guilty ‘feers. 
AlL schools of psychiatry agrees that. b every 
"anxiety neurosis" ig a sense of guilt. 

And Morgan claims that the fear arising from the feeling of 

guilt is one of the most intense and persistent forms of fear 

that man can experience.® 

But, es we have said, not every fear is a “guilty fear" 

in the sense that it is the direct result of a specific sin. 

Fear has other causese Sometimes fears are caused by re=- 

pressed traumatic experiences suffered usually, but not neces~ 

sarily, in childhood. Sometimes fears ere the result of a . 

conditioning process. They develop in much the same way that 

habits develop. Fears are frequently transmitted from one 

person to another, for instance, from parent to chiid. It will 

be remembered that the mind of @ child is highly suggestible. 

The fear-attitudes of parents may easily be transmitted to their 

children. : 

Here 1% should be added that there are also certain con= 

ditions and factors which tend to increase the intensity and 
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the destructive power of fesr. The strongest of these factors, 

according to Morgan, 1s 1gnorance. 

Our forefathers were afraid of thunder storms because 
they did not lmow what caused them or how they operated. 
They thought that the gods were fighting with each other 
and that, thunder was caused by Thor's hammer. We have 
bullt devices to protect ourselves from lightning,. our 
casualties from that source are few, and we are no longer 
efreid. Thousands of other fears of natural events, such 
as eclipses, meteors, comets, cyclones, diseases, vol- 
canoes, and the like, have been eliminated or have yean 
lessened in their intensity, through understanding. 

The fact should also be taken into account that man is 

@ rational being. As a rational being, he has-the capacity 

to remember the past, and to perceive the possibilities of 

the future. Thus, in man fear often becomes worry, because 

he is prone to Live in the past and to dread the fearful POS - 

sibilities of the future. : 

sue Poees dane eters oreo Ue Sanaa ace 
fathers one waery ie Se eee Te ie eeaty widral 
and intellectual greatness and, 8s Eagcel ‘says, “the 

grandeur of man is also his misery." 

Why is 1t thet the grandeur-of man must also be his 

misery? Why is. it thet people of today are go oppressed by 

fear, worry, and amity? According to Link, one of the 

causes of fear and worry in our day is an increase: of leisure 

time. He says: 

"Tpid. p. 65 fe 
10,, amel MeComb and Isador Coriat,: Elwood Worcester, Samuel 0 

Rgligion and Medicina Glew York: Hoffet, Yard and Compeny, 
» Pp e eo : 
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At the botton of most fears, both mild and severe, 
will be found an overactive mind due to an uder- 
active body; too much energy churning the higher brain 
centers in viclous circles, not enough energy driv 
the arms end legs and hands in useful. work or play. 

How may we master our fears? How may our fears be over-= 

To
 

2h
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come? Psychologists tell us that the best way to master fear 

is to discover what it 1s that ceused the fear and to meet 

that situation adequately -* This is not always easy to do 

because fears are so often disguised. And even if the true 

source of the fear is discovered, how can the situation be 

dealt with adequately? . 2 

itera again the Christian religion proves itself to be 

of definite therapeutic value. It creates those positive at- 

titudes. which t end to prevent feer, or, if fear is already 

present; help to overcomé it. ‘Two such attitudes are es- 

pecially worthy of note: faith end love. 

‘Concerning the positive value of faith, Fosdick writes: 

cele cot fg tg.” PUES sat amy a teetent~ 
cal bel jer but is a powerful emotion of confidence and 

trust. ; 

Everyone manifests some sort of a trust in something. Some 

put their trust in materiel wealth, others in physical strength, 

still others in national might. And many more such objects of 

trust could be mentioned. But experience has proven agein and 
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again thet trust 1n such mreliable objects is sorely dis- 

appointed. Trust, to be of positive, lesting value, must 

have as its object something, or someone, that is absolutely 

changeless and reliable in a changing, wreliable world. The 

Bible presents that Someone to use - "It 1s better to trust in 

the Lord than to put confidence in man. It is better to trust 

in the Lord than to put confidence in princes."14 the Christ- 

ian religion proclaims an ever-Loving, eternal, all “7180 » ale- 

mighty God who is absolutely dependable and trustworthy. 

Firm confidence in such a God must necesserily break the power 

of feer. In the words of Lichliter; . 

If . . . one who suffers from any form of anxiety 
can be brought to have a childlike trust in the good- 
ness of God, an effective competing motivation is 
broveht to bear upon the disabling fear. 

At this point, it will be highly instructive for us 

to Gonsider the account of Christ's stilling the storm on 

the sea. : 

And when they had sent away the mujtitude, they took 

him even es he was in the ship. And there were also 

with him other little ships. And there erose a great 

storm of wind, and the waves beat into the ship» 50 

that it was now full. And*he was in the a i 

ora ae eee ban cess Pet choucoe ‘that ve. say unto ster, 
perish? And he arose; end rebuked the wind, and said 

Peace, be Still. And the wind ceased. 

Gai there wae a great calm. And he said unto them, Why 

SEE EARNERS 4 

14Pgain 118 38,96 

1ucriyar Hamilton Lichliter, Zhe Hoskins of Souls 
Qlew York: The Abingdon Press , Sohn °
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are ye so fearful? how is 1t that ye have no faith?Lé 

From the words which Jesus spoke, it is apperent that 

the reason the disciples were afraid was that they were lack- 

ing in faith. However, there is more to the story than this. 

Two points especially deserve our attention.-? There is 

nothing in the story to indicate that merely because Jesus 

was physically in the boat the disciples had nothing to fear. 

They should not have been afraid even if Jesus had not been in 

the boat. As disciples of Jesus they were always in the care 

of their heavenly Father, and that whether Jesus was physically 

present..with them or not.: 

fhe other point is that ‘the disciples had nothing to fear 

even if they perished in the waved We have no promise that 

disaster shall never strike us simply because we belong to 

Jesus. It may be God's will that we perish; but we should — 

then die with the mighty assurame that what God ordains is 

always good. We should die 1n confidence and not in feer. 

This then is the confidence of the Christian religion: 

the midst of the sea; though the waters thereof: roar 
and be troubled, thoygh the mountains shake with the 

swelling thereof.l8. ~:~ ae ; 

-l6yerk 4:36-40. 

L’the following inter etive material is based on R. C. 

H. lenoicl, Zhe Interpretation of Sk Uark'a Goovel (Coltmibus 
The Wartburg Press, » Pe bbe 

18psaim 46:13.
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The Christian's confidence is such that it ceuses him to ex- 

claim: “Though he slay mo, yet will I trust in himi"l9 rear 

must vanish in the presence of such confident faith. 

The second positive attitude that is of value in: pre+ 
venting and overcoming fear is love. When the love of God is 

shed abroad in a parson's heart, there 1s no room for fear. 

In the words of the Apostle John: ". . . perfect love casteth 

out fear .. 220 

Neither is there room nor time for fear when a person is 

actively engaged in loving service to his fellowmen. Holman 

declares ; 

The reason so many of us are obsessed by fears is that 
we are so much concerned about ourselves. If we can 
turn our thoughts and direct our energies outward from 
ourselves and toward the achievement of the well -being 
of others and the good of all the race, we shall find 
ourselves marvelously delivered fron thege debilitating 
and disintegrating fears and anxieties. Be 

Before we leave the problem of fear, it might be worth- 

while for us to consider briefly two of the more common fears, 

and see how the Christian religion helps to overcome them. 

One is the fear of poverty. . It would seem that all of us 

ere concerned about our physical needs. And indeed, we should 

plan for the meeting of those needs. But if we think about. 

them with corroding anxiety, with fear and dread, we not only 

  

19yob 13:15. 

20) John 4:18. . 
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unnecessarily increase the emotional load we carry, but we © 

render ourselves ineffective even in dealing with these cir- 

cumstances as they erise.”” 

Jesus has the answer for such anxious fears and worries: 

Take no thought for your life, what ye shall eat, or 
what ye shall drink; nor’ yet for your body, what ye 
shall put one Is not the life more than meat, and the 
body than raiment? Behold the fowls of the air: for 
they sow not, neither do they: reap, nor gather into 
barns; yet your heavenly Father feedeth them. Are ye 
not much better than they? Which of you by taking 
thought can add one cubit unto his stature? And why 
take ye thought for raiment? Consider the lilies of 
the field, how they grow; they toll not, neither do 
they spin: and yet I say wito you, That even Solomon 
in all his glory was not arrayed like one of these. 
Wherefore, if God so clothe the grass of the field, 
which today is, and tomorrow is cast into the oven, 
shall he not much more clothe you, 0 ye of little 
faith? . . . Take therefore no thought for the mor- 
row: for the morrow. shall take thougnt for the things 
of itself, Sufficient wmto the day 1s the evil 
thereof 2° 

The other common feer that we wish to consider is the 

fear of death. Psychologists have written much about this 

fear, and they have offered much advice as to how this fear 

might be overcome. But for ell their helpful suggestions, 

  

they are simply not convincinge 

The Christian religion alone has the answer to this fear. | 

Only the Christian religion regards death es a victory. Only 

the Christian religion cen instill in man's heart the confie 

dence to exclaim: "Yea, though I walk through the valley of 
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the shedow of death, I will fear no evil; for thou art with 
me; thy rod and thy staff they comfort me.*®4 

The Christian religion can overcome the fear of death 

because Christ Josus has conquered death, and He has left with 

us iis promise: 

Let not your heart be troubled: ye believe in God, be=- 
lieve also in me. In ny Father's house ere many man- 
sions: if 1t were not. so, I would have told youe I zo 
to prepare a place for yous And if I go and prepare a 
place for you, I will come again, and. receive ggu unto 
myself; that where Iam, there ye may be also.’ 

Where the Christian religion has peen truly appropriated » 

and where Christian faith, trust, love, end hope are truly 

manifest, there foar has lost its power. And there can it 

truly be said: "I-sought the Lord, and He heard me, and de- 

livered me from all my foars #26 
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| GHAPTIR VIIT 

CHRISTIANITY AND THE PROBLSY OF INFRICRITY 

Weatherhead gives the following definition of an infer= 

lorLty complex: 

An inferiority complex is a group of ideas, the central one of which 1s disbelief in oneself, in one's value to 
the commmity, and in one's abilities in this or that 
direction, with a strong charge or feoling of helpless - 
ness and fear at the heart of the complex, which drives 

, ono from this or that situation, makes one dislike going 
into the company of others, fear meeting & stranger, 
shrink from attempting the difficult, or anything that 
may be criticized, and sozon.t  . 

Strictly speaking, the inferiority complex is a pathological 

mentel disorder. Comparatively fav people, therefore, can be 

sald to be suffering from en inferiority complex. However, 

& Sense of deficLency is present with many people. This con- 

dition usually is not dynamic enough to disorganize the per- 

sonality, but it can be most vexatious.’ Holman remarks; 

Gur Lives; cat anee af ty aioe ov tha tas ial eimeies 
of inadequacy, unworthiness, and inferiority. Perhaps 
it would not be too much to say that-everybody has had 
to str é to overcome some feelings of inferiority, 
and oe @ very painful experience aed 

_ fo be sure, there are handicapped individuels in this 

World. For that matter, all of us have our capabilities 

-Shisecinememezoes: ® e ae 4 ; . 

lieslie D. Weatherhead, and Life (New York: 
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and our Limitations. But, as Morgan’ points out, our ‘actual 

capabilities and limitations are not nearly as important as 

the attitude we take toward them. for it is this attitude 

which determines what we will do about 1t. The handicapped 

individual may give in to helplessness, and use his inadequecy 

to gin pity. or he may become bitter and resentful and Ca- 

velop into a most unhappy and perhaps even dangerous persone 

Qr he may face his handicap as a challenge and achieve his 

greatest success at tho point of his greatest deficiency.” 

Here it must be pointed out that feelings of inferiority 

are not necessarily related to actual inferiority. Many feel- 

ings of inadequacy are based on imaginary deficiencies. And, 

as Horgan says: 

- « « 1¢ often happens that an inferiority besed on an 
imaginary handleap becomes a much more vital problem 
than would be the cease were the handicap a real once 
If we know the cause of a feeling we can deal directly 
with that cause and effect an improvement. When the 
cause is unknown the problem begouies much more bafiling 
and requires much more insight. 

The source of any fécling of inferiority is in personal 

comparisons. In the words of Stolz: 

Disadventageous comparisons of the individual with others 
Lie at the root of his self<disparagement. The apparent 

superior advanteges of others are erected into a standard 
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by which a person measures himself to his own humiliation.” 

And Bonnell declares: 

& person often suffers from feelings of self-depreciation, 
inferlority, and the like, and all of these are in con= 
parison with other people. Either a parson abases himself 
or exalts himself always in comparison with somebody else. . 
He.fails to measure himself by God's standards . . . God 
rates a person eccording to the measure in which you 
utilize the powers that He hes given you = not according . 
to what you ere or will be, but by what you might be. i 
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Why is it that man makes such undue comparisons? It is | 

due to the inveterate pride of his heart. This pride is the 

radicel cause of all his vain comparisons with all their con- 

sequent feolings of inferiority. beh 

Tor if a man think himself to be something, when he is 

iis ova works sad then shell fe,have rejoloine in hin— 
self alone, and not in another.? 

Psychologically speaking, there are & great many condi - 

tions which may cause @ sense of inferlarity to develope 

These conditions: are often found in childhood. For one thing, 

feelings of inferiority may develop es a result of a wrong" 

attitude of parents toward their children. Parents often pro= 

Jeet into the minds of their children ideals and ambitions 

which are utterly out of keeping with the aptitudes and abil- 

ities of the children themselves. or the parents may 
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manifest partiality end favoritism to one child. ‘The child 

in disfavor naturally assumes that there must be something 

wrong with himself.tl- again, feelings of inferiority may de- 

velop in a child as a result of unfortunate comparisons with 

his brothers and'sisters. Children are often led to make 

' such comparisons because of the thoughtless remarks of parents 

and outsiders./® Another element in modern life which gives 

birth to and nourishes feelings of inferlority is the com= 

petitive system in school, business ,. and industry 9 _ And so 

it is that feelings of inferiority develop with all their de= 

bilitating effects and consequences. 

If and when a sense of inferiority does develop, the ego 

strives to cope with it in its ownwey. The person who feels 

inferlor is disposed to resort to the use of protective meas— 

ures in an attempt to conceal or disguise his attitude! 

Sometines an effort is made to elevate the depressed ego by 

ridiculing or belittling the competent. Not infrequently 

other people or what is called bad luck or fate are blamed 

for one 'g Ancompetenetes =” Sometimes the smoke -sereen method 

‘is used, by which the Andividual mncenrsree to hide his 
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inferlority+-feoling by asserting his superiority. At other 

times the sour -grapes method is used, by which & person de~ 

clares that the competencies of others are not worthwhile at- 

teining anyway./® Yantasy 1s another method used by the ego 

to disguise a sense of inferiority.l7 By this method thé in- 

dividual imagines himself to be something other then his true 
self. Related to this is the creation of what Horney calls 

the idealized image 8 This 1s an unrealistic. mental pleture 

of what the individval believes himself to be, or-of what at 

the time he feels he cen or ought to be. In contrast to- 

authentic ideals, the idealized image has a static quality. 

Tt is not a goal toward whose attainment he strives, but a 
fixed idea which he worships.“9 Again, in order to defend 

itself ageinst a sense of inadequacy, the ego may take refuge 

in the use of excuses and rationalizations. 

Obviously, these various methods are totelly inadequate 

to cope with the proolem of inferiority. They ere simply de-. 

fenses which the ego constructs in an effort to disguise the 

feeling of inadequacy. At vest, they can create ‘but a false 

sense of efficiency and worth. They are easily shattered, 
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and when thet happens, the last state of the individual is 

worse than the first. 

The problem of inferlority, like all other personality 

problems, must be dealt with in a radical, realistic manner. 

And here again, the Christian religion proves itself to be 

of real therapeutic value. For the Christian religion copes 

with the problem of inferiorlLty at its source. It dispels 

the pride of man's heart, and replaces it with true hunility. 

Christian conversion and daily repentance ere humbling ex- 

periences - not humiliating, but humbling. To come before 

the presence of the holy God is to strip oneself of all pride 

and arrogance and, in true humility, to say: "God, be merci- 

ful to me, a sinnersr29 this 4s truly a humbling experieme, 

one which does not drive to despainy but which exalts to the 

heavens. ‘The words of Bonnell are. pertinent in this connection:. 

. « » when one has humbled himself before God he does 
not need any Longer to be abased in the presence of 
his fellow-men. He no longer needs to carry a false 
front. He is honest with himself and his fellow-men 
because he has been honest with Gods He becomes & 
perfectly normal man witroubled by, elther pride or 
abasement, conceit or inferLority 

In his book, Psychology and Morals (p. 78), Dre Je A. 

Hadfield says: "There ave three principles of psychological 
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and moral health: Know thyself; accept thyself; be thyself."2 
If this three-fold admonition is followed, all feelings of 
inferiority will necessarliy vanish. 3 

Know thyself. This involves self-realization. ‘the ine 

dividual must face himself honestly. He must learn to recog- 

nizo his limitations es well es hig capabilities. ‘He must 

‘-Yeallze that he is ea personality to whom God has entrusted, 

not all, but certain gifts. 

Se me oir at Oe ea, 
etiogg, but 1t 18 the samo God which worksth eli in 
all. 

Accent thyself. That 1s; the individual ig not to think 

of himself more highly than he ought to think.@4 He is not to 
male undue and vain comparLsons with other people, but, as 

we have indicated, he 1s to measure himself by God's standards. 

Such self-accoptence ig not self-resignation. It simply means 

that -he will accept himself as he is, with the abilities and 

the capacities that God has given to him. He will not be en- 

vious of, nor will he proudly arrogate to himself those ca- 

pacities which God hes given to anothere ps 

Be thyself. This is not to say that a person 1s to be- 

come smug end complacent; nor is he to make a display: of 
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himself to gain either the attention or the sympathy of 

others. Rather, to be meself meens to make the most of one- 

self, to make full..use’of one's abilities for the glory of 

God and for the good of one's fellowmen. As Weatherhead 

says: “God asks from us all that we should discover all the 

resow'ces of our pergonality, mobilize them into activity, 

and dedicate them to His service.#5 : 

The Christian religion helps a man to know himself, to 

accept himself, and to be himself. It teaches a man to say 

in truo humility and gratitude: ! 

« « e by the grace of God I am what I am: and his grace 
which was bestowed upon me, was not in vain; but ’I 
labored mors abundantly then they eLe: yet not I, but 
the grace of God which was with me. 

Christianity teaches a man to recognize his capacities and to 

use thom faithfully, for "1t 1s required in stewerds, that a 

man be found feithful."@? And finally, the Christian re- 

ligion teaches a man to say in humble confidence: “I can do 

all things through Christ which strengtheneth me 228 

Such an attitude is humility. but not inferiority; it 

1s self-respect, but not self-concelt. Such an attloude is 

the only way to efficient living. 

25veatherhead, op. Cit.» pe 1%. 
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_ CHAPTER IX 

THE CHRISTIAN PERSONALITY 

In our discussion of the role of Christianity in healthy 

personality development , it has occaslonally been necessary 

for us to make specific references to the personality life of 

the Christian. However, more should yet be seid concerning 

tho Christian personality. 

For one thing, the Christian is still a simmer; his per=" 

sonelity is a sinful personality. His inherited sinful neture 

hes not been Lost through his conversion. The Christian 

earries his "Old Adam? with him through life. Since, however, 

& new spirituel life has been created in him through re- 

generation, the Christian is one who is waging a constant bat- 

tle. His sinful flesh is in constant conflict with his new 

spiritual life. The Apostle. Paul, deseribes this conflict 

in classic terms: %. » « the good that I would, I do not: 

but the evil which I would not, that Ido." And then, el- 

most in desperation, he cries out: “O wretched man that I 

an! who shall deliver me from the body of this death?#® 

For another thing, ‘it should pe noted that the elements 

and factors which go into the making of the Christian per- 

Sonallty are the same a8 those that go into the making of 

luatt. 26:42. 

Prom. 7:19. 

roms 7:84.  
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the nonChristian personality, for all personalities are 

humen personalities. Norborg presents the matter most re- 

  

alistically when he says; 

e « « Christians are ordinary men and women, not mi- 
raculous “saints.” They have a heredity, often a 
heavy one, to carry. To some, heredity brings sur- 
prising blessings, undeserved and inexplicable. To 
others it brings "ghosts" and deep despair. To all 
1t means a fact and a challenge. Furthermore, all 
Christians heave an environment to consider. This 
means @ Long row of problems of adjustment. Some . 
have met this adjustment ina happy, posltive way; 
to others it has brought mental difficulties of 
verlous kinds, even making them afraid of men and 

- what is worse, afraid of themselves. a 
This uncertainty in one's attitude toward life 

may have been fostered: by en 111-directed “upbring- 
ing," whether 1t be sentimentelism, "pious" shel- 
tering, puritanical imprisomment of the young, bud- 
ging Life, oz other forms of brutellty. liodern per- 
Sonality analysis has shown us how many thousands of 
lives heve gone on the rocks precisely on account of 
on umheslthy childhood and adolescence. 

These complications become staggering if they 
ere complicated by mental afflictions and wounds 
caused by accidents (physical and mental) or incidents 
Grrongs done by morbid, evil, or ignorant people). We 
heve, all along, maintained that in respect to these 

. problems, Christian believers are nothing more or less 
than an averege cross section of mankind, ‘This fact 

. Will ‘explain the need for a realistic understanding 
and analysis of whatever nogative traits and distinct 
ailments one may Giscover in Christian lives. 

Since the Christian's flesh is sinful flesh, and since 

the Christian personality 1s organized arowd those elements 

and factors common to all personclities, it follows that the 

Christian is subject to all those wealmesses and frailties 

that flesh is heir to. This certainly applies not only to 

 4syerre Norborg, Varieties of Chr “Lence 
(iinneapolis : Augsburg Publishing House, RDS f. 
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the physical life of the Christian, but to his psychic life 
es well. It must be realized that the Christian conversion 

experience does not automatleally bring about a condition of 
healthy <indedness, for Christian faith is not identical to 

mentel health. 

Still, the fact must be admitted that Christians are 

new creatures in Christ. They have within themselves a new 

spiritual life, bestowed upon them through regeneration. 

It is precisely the possession of this new spiritual life 

which distinguishes the Christian personality from the ordl- 

nary personality. — | 

Is it possible, then, to Geseribe the Christian person- 

ality? In the writer's opinion, such a description has been 

given by Christ in His Sermon on the Hount': ‘ 

Blessed are the poor in spirlt: for theirs is the king- 
dom of heaven. Blessed are they that mourn: for they 
shall be comforted. Blessed are the meek: for they 
shell inherit the earth. Blessed are they which do 
hunger and thirst after righteousness: for they shall : 
be filled. Blessed are the merciful: for they shall 
obtain mercy. Blessed are the pure in heart: for they 
shall see God. Blessed are the peacemakers: ‘for they 
shall be called the children of God. Blessed are they 
which are persecuted for Bere eee sske: for theirs 

' Is the Kingdom of heaven. 3 

It is interasting to note that in His Sermon on the Hount., 

Jesus also desiderates all those positive factors that male for 

healthy personality development: love, trust, sincerity, pur- 

Suptt. 5:3-10.  
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Besides all this, the Christian has the life of Christ 

to serve as his pattern for Living. "Let this mind be in 

you, which was also in Christ Jesus . . es" says the Apostle 

Paul ,® and Peter reminds us that Christ has left us an ex- 
ample 5 that we Should follow in His steps.” 

From what we have already said, 1t 1s evident that the 
Christian will not attein perfect Chris+-mindedness in this 

worli. Because of the constant antagonism between the old 

nature and the new, the Christian will not in this life reach 

the goal of perfection. In the words of Oliver: 

The Christian Life is a falling down, and getting up 
again, asking for and obtaining God's forgiveness and 
the strangth to do better; going on again and verheps 
falling down again qiso » but still pickling yourself: 
up, Still going on. 

The Christian will constantly strive for the goBle 

Not as though TI had already attained, either were al= 
ready perfect: but I follow after, if that I may ap- 
prehend that for which also I am apprehended of Christ 
Jesus. Brethren, I comt not myself to have apprehended: 
but this one thing I do; forgetting those things which 
are behind, and reaching forth unto those things which 
are bofore, I press toward the mark gor the prize of the 
high calling of God in Christ Jesus. 

Here, of course, we have bean speaking of the spiritual 

growth of the Christian, and, indeed, this spiritual growth, 

or sanctification, 1s not identical with personality development. 

ROC ye TSAO ‘ 

Grnil. 2:5. 

% Pet. 221. 
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Still, there is an undeniable, though incomprehensible, 

relation existing between the spiritual life and the mentel 

Life of the Christian. It would seem, -however, to be a one~ 

- way relationship, for while the spiritual Life of the Christ- 
jan is not necessarily affected by a diseased mental life, a 

diseased mentel life cany in many cases, be helped and even 

cured, through the positive growth of tne spiritual life. 

in his personality development, as well as in his spirit - 

val growth, the man of Cod is privileged to make use of one 

of the most uplifting and therapeutic agents Imown to man: 

Christian preyer. 

Lichliter says: 

« * « prayer is as: much today es yesterday an open 
gateway to mental and spiritual health. Prayer, like 
confession, is catharsis. It is a self-enptying 
process by which the mind discharges its burden of 
unrest. The habit of "talking 1t out end talking it- 
over" with God, the determination to dig down into 
one's motives, to face bravely the memories that sting 
and burn, to bring all that is hidden in one's heart 
out into the light by this oufpouring of prayer, is to 
find both peace and comfort. 

And Fosdick quotes Dr. Alexis Carrel as saying: 

Ae a physician, i have seen men, after all other 
therapy had failed, Lifted out of disease and melen- 
choly by the serene effort of prayer. It is the only 

power in the world that seems to overcome the so- 
called "laws of nature"; the occasions on which prayer 
hes dramatically done this have been termed "miracles." 
But a constant, quieter miracle takes place hourly an 

the hearts of men'and women who have discovered that 

aS fe gatetagie 
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prayer supplies them with a steady fpow of sus= 
taining power in their daily livos. 

fo this must be edded the fact that the Christian 1s 

permitted - rather, encouraged - to drew upon the divine re- 

sources that are offered in the Word and Secraments. Who; 

indeed, is able to say just how much therapeutic pover is 

comprehended in the means of grece? To be sure, the ord and 

Sacramonts are strengthening of the Christian's spiritual life, 

and, undoubtedly, they are of positive value in the healthy 

development of -the Christian personelity. For the power of 

God 1s thore ~ dynamic and vitalizing ~ working wonders in the 

heart end mind end spirit of man. That pover is active, and 

will contimue to be active, in the children of God, "till we 

all come in tho mity of the faith, and of the knowledge of 

tho Son of God, unto a perfect man, mito the measure of the 

stature of tho fulness of Christ.!1? 
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